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Chapter 1

Introduction and Preview of Thesis

1.1 The Chromatin Problem

The completion of the human genome in 2001 [1] marked the beginning of a post-genomic era, largely shifting the research focus from the linear sequence analysis to understanding the intricacies of structural organization and regulatory mechanisms of the genome [2–4]. The latter undertaking demands a thorough scrutiny of chromatin: a functional form of the genetic material consisting of DNA in a tight association with a group of proteins. As is well known, the sequence information of the DNA is self sufficient for fully defining the chemical makeup of virtually every cellular component. However, for the genetic information to be of any value, it needs to be managed by the whole cell to tailor its varying needs. In other words, on top of the static sequence information there has to be some set of dynamical regulatory instructions, which upon necessity will grant or restrict the access to certain portions of the genome for transcriptional readout, recombination and repair. The management of the genome is handled by a sophisticated molecular machinery of chromatin, that maintains and regulates the informational flow in cells with a high fidelity [5,131]. Understanding the physical underpinnings of the self assembly and dynamical regulation of the genome constitutes a broad problem of contemporary research interest, which requires a highly interdisciplinary approach.
During the last two decades the chromatin has been under intensive investigation mostly by structural biologists and biochemists, who have made important advances in terms of clarifying the nature of key protein complexes [12], providing clues about the different levels of chromatin organization [57, 68, 129] and discovering novel correlations of gene activity with post-translational chemical perturbations [15, 66]. However, without diminishing the tremendous insight that has been gleaned from these studies, the physical mechanisms of DNA folding and functional regulation to this day remain somewhat enigmatic [14]. The molecular complexity of the system and length scales that are involved make the problems related to chromatin quite challenging, because of which it has been to a significant extent unexplored by the chemical physics community.

The present work is an attempt to provide a molecular level explanation for the behavior of one of the key mediators and regulators of the chromatin, known as the histone tails, using the computational tools and concepts of the equilibrium statistical mechanics. Histone tails, as we will see shortly after, play a prominent role in the DNA folding and regulation of the genetic processes. Understanding the molecular basis of their behavior is an important step towards understanding the organization and functionality of the chromatin. We now proceed to outline in general terms the current state of knowledge about chromatin, highlighting the crucial role played by the histone tails.

As our intuition tells, for the valuable information to be useful, it has to be stored in an organized fashion and in a “safe place” just like books in the library or computer programs on hard disks. It is not surprising, therefore, that the idea of a
hierarchically organized genetic material has been proposed even before the elucidation of the first canonical structure of the DNA. The celebrated example of one such theoretical musing is the Schrödinger’s insightful analogy of the DNA with an aperiodic crystal [46], which implies an orderly arrangement created by the non-repeating patterns of genetic units. From the biological point of view there are fundamental reasons [5] why the genome needs to be well organized. Firstly, the genomic DNA has to fit within the boundaries of the nucleus, which provides protection of the all important informational content from the deleterious cytosolic environment. Secondly, the DNA in the nucleus needs to be compacted in a structured way, which would allow timely access of the various portions of the DNA for transcriptional readout, manipulation and repair [5]. These observations hint at an existence of compact, but yet highly organized structure, also known as the chromatin.

Quantitatively speaking, the genome of an eukaryotic cell spans several dozens of billions of base pairs, which are distributed among the chromosomes, in sum equating to $\sim 1m$ long stretch of the DNA, stored in the micrometer sized nucleus [16]. The physical basis and the biological implications for this nearly million fold compression of highly charged semi-flexible (persistence length $l_p \approx 50nm$) macromolecule are not well understood and are currently under active investigation. Nevertheless, the most basic levels of organization are now well established and currently the novel experimental techniques, such as the Chromatin Conformation Capture [20] and its sequels [22], are beginning to show glimpses of the higher levels of the hierarchy [21]. At the most basic level, the compaction of genome starts with a $\sim 146bp$ stretch of double stranded canonical DNA which is wrapped around the spool of the histone
octamer by ∼1.6 superhelical turns. This complex of histone octamer with the DNA is called nucleosome (see Fig. 1.2), which is the fundamental repeating unit of the chromatin. The histone octamer consists of four types of proteins named as histones H4, H3, H2B and H2A. The histones are highly basic multi-domain proteins, which contain two structurally distinct units: a structured globular or core part and the disordered N- or C- terminal segments which are commonly called the histone tails (Fig. 1.2). The globular part of the histone makes numerous contacts with the DNA periphery, which compensates with an excess the large energetic price for the sharp bending of the DNA strands [131]. Rough estimate using the worm like chain model for the DNA gives $2 - 3k_B T$ of net free energy gain for binding to histone octamer, which is large enough to keep the nucleosomes stable, but small enough for remodeling complexes and binding agents to perturb or entirely decompose the nucleosomal structure. The histone tails, through their numerous contacts with the adjacent nucleosomes further stabilize the DNA-histone association by facilitating the formation of a poly-nucleosomal aggregates.

In the absence of stabilizing forces, the poly-nucleosomal arrays are nothing but a linear string of nucleosomes joined by the short stretches of linker DNA, referred to as a “beads on a string” structure (Fig. 1.1) of the chromatin [80, 191]. These pseudo-linear poly-nucleosomal arrays are only observed during the stretching experiments or by creating solutions with low ionic strength. Under the native cellular conditions the poly-nucleosomal arrays fold into densely packed filaments with a diameter of ∼30nm. The higher levels of organizations are less well characterized, but presumably involve some kind of regular packing of the 30nm fibers.
which form the dense nucleoprotein mesh of the chromosomes (see Fig. 1.1). Obviously this descriptive picture of the chromatin compaction is highly simplified and should be taken with a grain of salt, since at the present there is no consensus on the higher levels of organization of chromatin and even the existence of the 30nm fibers is still hotly debated [10,14,191]. Nevertheless, the role of histone tails in the chromatin organization has been clearly established by the experiments with the tailless nucleosomes [9,80,170], which showed that in the absence of histone tails poly-nucleosomal fibers lack the propensity to fold into dense chromatin fibers.

Besides their roles as mediators of chromatin’s high level structural organization, the histone tails also serve as a platform for gene regulation via a variety of
Figure 1.2: Orthogonal views of the crystal structure of the nucleosome at 1.9 Å resolution (PDB ID: 1KX5). Histones are colored as indicated at the bottom of the figure. The histone tails are seen as flanking disordered segments exiting the nucleosomal core either from the top/bottom (H4 and H2A) or through the helical gyres (H3 and H2B).

Post-translational modifications [15, 139, 176]. These modifications come in different types (such as acetylation, methylation and ubiquitination of charged residues) each of which and also their different combinations carry specific messages for a cell that signals a need to activate or repress diverse genetic activities. These needs are met by two different mechanisms: either by recruiting specialized proteins, which bind to histone tails and upon recognition fulfill their tasks or by directly altering the physical state of chromatin, which either decompresses or further buries certain por-
tions of the DNA in the chromatin fibers. The topic of the post-translational modifications is very rich and is full of speculations and unsolved puzzles [15,107,168] which is colorfully summarized by the notion of a “histone code” [139,173] claiming that every type of modification contains a unique code that is being recognized and responded by the cellular machinery. The idea of a 'histone code' turned out to be somewhat controversial [12,15], however the fact that many of modifications, either by direct or indirect means, induce changes of the chromatin’s functional and structural state is now proven beyond any reasonable doubt [15,168]

In this work we are interested in understanding the modifications that proceed via direct physical mechanisms, of which the acetylation of the H4 tail is the most pronounced case and is regarded as the paradigm for transcriptional activation [13,177,186]. The currently accepted qualitative picture behind the acetylation induced transcriptional activation is the following [8,13,135]: when an acetyl group is attached on the H4 tail, it causes drastic some changes in the tail-nucleosome interactions, which then leads to local unwrapping of the chromatin fiber, exposing the underlying DNA for transcriptional agents [5]. One indirect evidence for this picture comes from the fact that levels of gene expression are well correlated with the degree of acetylation. Additionally in the landmark experiment of Shogren-knaak et al [135] it was demonstrated that mono-acetylation of LYS-16 on the H4 tail completely unravels the 30nm chromatin fibers, thus providing the first direct structural evidence for the disruptive effect of H4 tail acetylation. This qualitative picture is nonetheless largely incomplete, because it defines the causes and effects of acetylation, while lacking the molecular level explanation for the observed behavior.
In particular the mechanism by which the acetylated H4 disrupts the chromatin fiber is not known.

In another set of experiments [80] the disruptive effect of histone tail acetylation was shown to be reversible by increasing the ionic strength of the solution, which worked for all histone tails with the exception of the H4 tail. These experiments, show the unique role of H4 tail in stabilizing chromatin fiber and also hint that the driving force behind the observed behavior might be non-electrostatic in nature [80]. At last we note that all of the mentioned issues are related and form one of the central questions of chromatin science which has been puzzling scientist for over a decade. In the chapter III of this thesis we propose a molecular level mechanism that sheds light on this issue.

In the crystal structure of the mono nucleosome histone tails are seen as disordered coils [7] which has prompted the proposition that tails function by a simple electrostatic mechanism by binding non-specifically to the DNA and alleviating the repulsive intra-nucleosomal interactions [80,160]. We note however that this view of the histone tails is incapable of explaining the high level of sequence homology in histones [49], which strongly implies a unique functionality. Unfortunately at present the issues regarding the degree of order in the conformations of histone tails, their roles in chromatin organization and the molecular explanations for functional behavior are still unresolved. The study of structural and dynamical aspects of histone tails has proven to be quite challenging for multiple reasons. Firstly from the experiments it is challenging to get structural snapshots of a highly dynamical entities such as histone tails which furthermore under in vivo conditions operate at
a constantly changing molecular environment. Secondly, and on a more fundamental level, our general knowledge regarding the nature of the intrinsically disordered proteins and how the disorder helps in achieving the observed balance of functional diversity and specificity is incomplete.

In the subsequent chapters of the thesis I mainly focus on the understanding the physicochemical properties of histone tails and their functioning mechanisms. Using the well established computational tools of the equilibrium statistical physics (REMD, US, the free energy techniques) I address the specific questions concerning the structural order in the conformational ensemble of histone tails, their role in the DNA binding and their functional implications.
1.2 Computing Free Energies of Allosteric Transitions in Proteins

Computing the free energies of condensed matter systems is a laborious task, usually requiring long runs of MD or MC simulations [91, 92]. The main source of difficulty lies in the complicated form of the highly multidimensional potential energy function $U(r^N)$, which creates a rugged free energy landscapes. Such landscapes pose a significant computational burden for the straightforward sampling techniques, such as the MD or Metropolis’ MC. Although, knowing the underlying physics of the problem and hence having a rough idea about the features of the free energy landscape, one may devise methods that take advantage of the specificities of the system in order to simplify the calculations. This strategy seems to have been successful, as there is now a large arsenal of techniques [24, 39, 91, 92] for tackling the specific class of problems, such as solid state transformations [25], phase transitions [28, 92], ligand macromolecule binding [26, 27], conformational transitions in proteins [29–31, 220, 238] etc. A common procedure for computing free energy differences in computer simulation consists of choosing a reaction coordinate or some progress variable connecting the reference states and performing a simulation which “transforms” one state into another. To serve its purpose, the reaction coordinate must first of all clearly discriminate the states A and B on the structural grounds. Ideally, one may also infer relevant kinetic information if the states are connected in a way which captures the energetic bottlenecks (saddle points) of the transition. However, the latter goal is more challenging and is beyond the scope of the present work.
The transformation between states A and B is typically done by systematically varying the path coordinate, which is often accompanied by restraining it at an intermediate values to acquire better statistics. For the latter task there are number of popular techniques, such as the free energy perturbation [38, 92], umbrella sampling [34] and blue moon sampling [37, 39]. Thus, if we for the moment assume the sufficient level of sampling, the only inevitable intellectual challenge for the free energy calculation would be in finding a good reaction coordinate. Unfortunately, for many biophysical problems finding such a coordinate can be a fairly daunting task. One such case where finding of a good reaction coordinate is problematic is the functional transitions of proteins or the allosteric transitions, which are conformational changes triggered by the binding of a smaller ligand.

To illustrate the difficulties in studying the allosteric transition it is instructive to sketch the qualitative picture of the protein folding free energy landscape (see Fig. 1.3a) and contrast the allosteric transition with the protein folding. The folding transition on the landscape can be schematically represented as a downward movement of a putative order parameter along the funnel [17, 75, 108]. The low values of the order parameter correspond to disordered coils and the high values are associated with the native functional states of the protein. As is well known, the folding process is well correlated with formation of native contacts which induces a distinct conformational change from an unstructured random coil into a compact globule. Therefore, a reaction coordinate that quantifies the number of native contacts will be well suited for computing the free energy difference as it clearly discriminates the reference states (folded and unfolded) and also correlates with the transformation.
Figure 1.3: (a) The schematic folding free energy funnel. (b) The higher resolution picture of the native state showing a presumed conformational transition path between two allosteric states. Figure (a) is reproduced with modifications from the educational site www.Learner.org. Figure (b) is reproduced with the permission of author (G. A. Papoian Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 2008, 105, 14237)

The role of such coordinate can play the Q value [17, 18], the RMSD (Root-Mean Square Deviation) with respect to the native structure [23] and also sometimes the radius of gyration [19].

The allosteric transition on the same diagram would be a thermally activated barrier crossing at the very bottom of the free energy landscape (see Fig. 1.3b). This kind of transition involves subtle structural rearrangements, for which there is no immediately obvious geometric parameter that captures the key features of the transformation. Thus, the coordinates which are well suited for the folding can no
longer be applied to allosteric transition (see [238] for more details) since they do not provide sufficient level of structural resolution and they do not correlate with the transition. In the chapter III of this thesis we present a method for estimating the free energies of allosteric transitions using a nonlinear reaction coordinate that overcomes the listed difficulties. We apply our technique on the transformation between open and closed states of the E coli Adenylate kinase (ADK). We show, that performing umbrella sampling simulation on our coordinate leads to a robust free energy difference between allosteric states of ADK.
1.2.1 Umbrella Sampling

The central aim of the umbrella sampling (US) is to accelerate the sampling on a transformation path by replicating the system among multiple windows and restraining (by adding a biasing potential to a reference Hamiltonian) them at different intermediate points along the path \[34, 36\]. The strength of the method lies in the fact that the added potentials bias the system to sample regions, which would otherwise be rarely visited during the conventional MD simulation for the same amount of cumulative time. However, the gain in sampling comes with a price since the introduction of the biasing potential alters the natural course of the dynamics. Fortunately, the clever unbiasing trick can fully recover the underlying thermodynamics, given the assumption of ergodicity and sufficient sampling in all of the windows. The functional form of restraining potential is arbitrary, but the harmonic form \( w(\xi(r)) = k(\xi(r) - \xi)^2 \) has become widespread in the applications because of its simplicity and intuitive appeal. By the judicious choice of the spring constants \( k_i \) and strategically positioned windows, the umbrella sampling thus aspires to provide a quicker way of inferring free energy by running relatively short set of Molecular dynamics or MC simulations in the Independent windows. In more practical terms, by performing umbrella sampling, we essentially attempt to extract the unbiased distribution function (given by Eq. 1.1) of our reaction coordinate \( \xi \), which is a relatively slowly converging function in the conventional MD simulations.

\[
P^0(\xi) = \frac{1}{Z_0} \int dr^N e^{-\beta U(r)} \delta(\xi(r) - \xi) \tag{1.1}
\]
Adding the biased potentials (at $i = 1, \ldots, N$ points along the path) to the reference potential energy function $U_i^b(r) = U_0(r) + w_i(\xi(r))$, one samples the corresponding biased probability distribution given by:

$$P^b_i(\xi) = \frac{1}{Z_i} \int dr^N e^{-\beta(U(r)+w_i(\xi(r)))} \delta(\xi(r) - \xi)$$ (1.2)

The delta function in the argument makes the bias independent of $r^N$, and it can be factored out of the integral resulting in

$$P^b_i(\xi) = \frac{e^{-\beta w_i(\xi)}}{Z_i} \int dr^N e^{-\beta U(r)} \delta(\xi(r) - \xi)$$ (1.3)

Recognizing the equation for the unbiased probability distribution in the and doing the rearrangement of terms we obtain,

$$P^b(\xi) = \frac{Z_i}{Z_0} e^{\beta w_i(\xi(r))} P^b_i(\xi) = e^{-\beta(F_i-F_0)} e^{i\beta w_i(\xi(r))} P^b_i(\xi)$$ (1.4)

The last expression provides a direct route to recover the free energy of the original unbiased system from the biased probability distribution. For every window $i$ we get the appropriate parts of the full potential of mean force on our reaction path by the virtue of the following expression:

$$A_i(\xi) = -\frac{1}{\beta} \ln P^b_i(\xi) - w_i(\xi) + F_i$$ (1.5)

The Eq. 1.5 is formally exact, although it contains undetermined coefficients in the form of $F_i = F_0 - \frac{1}{\beta} \ln \frac{Z_i}{Z_0}$ which makes its usage somewhat impractical. In the next section we will see that the determination of $F_i$ coefficients requires the application of special iterative techniques. Once these coefficients are known the free energies in each window can be combined yielding one continuous potential of mean force along
the coordinate. The one obvious drawback of the umbrella sampling is the need to
guess $k_i$ coefficients ($w(\xi(r)) = k_i(\xi(r) - \xi)^2$), which depending on the problem can
sometimes be a non-trivial task. In general the reference points of biasing potential
are placed non-uniformly with more windows near the high barriers and less windows
in shallow regions of the underlying landscape. The advantage of the US over the
other enhanced sampling techniques is that the simulations are run Independently
and in parallel, hence the additional windows can be inserted on the fly by simply
monitoring the histogram overlap of the existing ones. At last, I would like to
reiterate the common wisdom that the ultimate usefulness of obtained free energies
depends on the meaningful choice of the reaction coordinate, which is a separate
problem to which we turn in the chapter IV of this thesis.
1.2.2 Techniques for Analyzing Biased Simulations

It has been recognized a long while ago, that a simulation which has been conducted at one condition, can in principle be used for predicting the properties of the system at different condition. To see explicitly how this can be done, consider a constant temperature simulation of a certain physical system characterized by an energy function $U(r)$. In the limit of an infinite MD run, the configurations of the system will be observed with a frequency given by the canonical distribution:

$$P_\beta(U) = \frac{\Omega(U)}{Z_\beta} e^{-\beta U} \quad (1.6)$$

Where the $\Omega(U)$ is the classical density of states (implying that the $\Omega(U)\Delta U$ is the number of realizable micro-states in the $[-\Delta U/2, \Delta U/2]$ energy range of a macro-state). Using the distribution at temperature $\beta$ one can as well infer the distribution at the temperature $\beta'$, which can likewise be written as:

$$P_{\beta'}(U) = \frac{\Omega(U)}{Z_\beta'} e^{-\beta' U} \quad (1.7)$$

Since the density of states $\Omega(U)$ does not depend on the temperature, the last two equations can be combined, yielding the following expression for the new distribution

$$P_{\beta'}(U) = \frac{Z_\beta}{Z_{\beta'}} P_\beta(U) e^{-U(\beta'-\beta)} \quad (1.8)$$

This quite general technique, which attempts to map a one set of conditions onto another is known as a single histogram reweighting method [35]. The name for the technique comes from the procedure of reweighting the histograms of the reference simulation ($P_\beta$ in the Eq. 1.8) for obtaining the probability distributions at the
other states ($P_{\beta'}$ in the Eq. 1.8). Although exact in the limit of infinite sampling, the single histogram re-weighting has very little usage in practice. This is mainly because the $P_{\beta}(U)$ functions are sharply peaked (effectively delta functions for very large systems), which for most of the values of $\beta$ do not overlap and therefore provide sparse statistics at the tails of their distributions, making the guesses based on Eq 1.8 highly unreliable.

A good way to increase the reliability of predicting the target state is to conduct multiple simulations, attempting to cover all the relevant regions of phase space. This can be straightforwardly done by an umbrella sampling technique discussed in the last section. In the case of multiple simulations one now faces the problem of utilizing all the data in an efficient way, which will give the most reliable estimate for the target state. Ferrenberg and Swendsen [89–91] proposed one such technique, which combines the histograms from multiple simulations in an optimal way by minimizing the inherent statistical error in each histogram. The method is known as WHAM, which stands for the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method. We provide a brief outline of the derivation [89,92] of WHAM equations in the context of analyzing the umbrella sampling simulations, which will help us understand its general usage an limitations in the later sections. Suppose we carry out a set of simulations (windows) with the biasing functions $w_i(\xi)$, where the index $i$ labels the simulation ($i=1,2...r$). The goal is to provide the best estimate of the unbiased probability distribution given by the Eq. 1.1. Each of the biased simulations can be used for estimating the distribution $P(\xi)$ via the Eq. 1.8. However as we discussed in the beginning of this section such estimates are not credible, therefore we use all
of the windows at the same time by writing an estimate as a linear combination of estimates from each window. The weights are given by their overlap under the given condition,

\[ P_0(\xi) = \sum_{i=1}^{r} C_i(\xi) P_i^0 = \sum_{i=1}^{r} C_i(\xi) \frac{Z_i}{Z_0} e^{-\beta w_i(\xi)} P_i^b(\xi) \]  

(1.9)

where the \( P_i^0 \) denotes the estimate of \( P_0 \) provided by the \( i \)th window (or simulation). The central idea behind WHAM is to minimize the standard error \( \sigma^2[P_0(\xi)] = \overline{[P_0(\xi) - \overline{P_0(\xi)}]^2} \). The bar over the symbols indicates the mean or the expected distribution. Since the distributions in separate windows are Independent the statistical error turns into a simple sum of errors per window.

\[ \sigma^2[P_0(\xi)] = \sum_{i=1}^{r} C_i^2(\xi) \left( \frac{Z_i}{Z_0} \right)^2 e^{-2\beta w_i(\xi)} \sigma^2[P_i^b(\xi)] \]  

(1.10)

The individual errors are due to the finite sample histogramming, because of which we have \( \sigma^2[P_i^b(\xi)] = \sigma^2[N_i(\xi)]/n_i^2 = g_i N_i(\xi) / n_i^2 \). The last expression follows from the standard treatments of the error for the correlated dynamical variables [32,33]. The \( N_i(\xi) \) is the number of counts in the bin \( \xi, \xi + \Delta \) and \( n_i \) is the total number of counts (simulation length) in the \( i \)th window. The \( \langle N_i(\xi) \rangle \) is the ensemble average of histogram counts over all the simulations \( i = 1,..r \). The \( g_i = 1 + \tau_i \) quantifies the deviation of numerical average from the true distribution and the parameter \( \tau \) is the integrated correlation function for the \( i \)th simulation (see [33]). In the MD simulations one typically assumes that \( g_i \)’s are all equal to \( \sim 1 \), which is tantamount to assuming an equal “quality” of sampling in each window. For the latter to be true, the time interval between recorded values has to be greater than the correlation time in all windows, which will then result in the Independent and uncorrelated
samples. After setting the $g_i = 1$ we are left with a poisson distribution of $\xi$ values in each window $\sigma^2[N_i(\xi)]/n_i = \langle N_i(\xi) \rangle/n_i^2 = P_i(\xi)/n_i$, which we substitute back into Eq. 1.10

$$\sigma^2[P^0(\xi)] = \sum_{i=1}^r C_i^2(\xi) \left( \frac{Z_i}{Z_0} \right)^2 e^{-2\beta w_i(\xi)} P_i(\xi) \frac{1}{n_i} = P_0(\xi) \sum_{i=1}^r C_i^2(\xi) \frac{Z_i}{Z_0} e^{-\beta w_i(\xi)} \frac{1}{n_i} \quad (1.11)$$

In the second part of the equation we used biasing function on a true distribution to get the biased distribution. This step is an approximation of the WHAM, which assumes that the biased distribution can be obtained by simply applying the biasing factor to the true distribution:

$$P_i(\xi) = P_0(\xi) \frac{Z_0}{Z_i} e^{\beta w_i(\xi)} \quad (1.12)$$

Now we are in a position to minimize the statistical error (Eq. 1.11) with respect to coefficients $C_i(\xi)$, subjected to the constraint $\sum C_i = 1$. Introducing the constraint via a Lagrange multiplier $\lambda(\sum C_i - 1)$ and taking the derivative with respect to the coefficient we arrive at the following expression

$$\frac{d\sigma^2[P^0]}{dC_i} = 2 P_0(\xi) C_i(\xi) \frac{Z_i}{Z_0} e^{-w_i(\xi)} \frac{1}{n_i} - \lambda = 0 \quad (1.13)$$

Simple rearrangement yields the following expression for the coefficients

$$C_i(\xi) = \lambda_n \frac{e^{w_i(\xi)} Z_0}{Z_i} \frac{1}{Z_i} \quad (1.14)$$

Using the normalization condition for coefficients we find the undetermined coefficient $\lambda$ and substituting it back into the Eq 1.14, we arrive at the final expression for the coefficients

$$C_i(\xi) = \frac{n_i e^{\beta w_i(\xi)} \frac{1}{Z_i}}{\sum_{j=1}^r n_j e^{\beta w_j(\xi)} \frac{1}{Z_j}} \quad (1.15)$$
The last expression provides the statistical weights for each window:

$$P_0(\xi) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^r N_i(\xi)}{\sum_{j=1}^r n_j e^{\beta w_j(\xi)} Z_j} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^r N_i(\xi)}{\sum_{j=1}^r n_j e^{\beta w_j(\xi)} e^{-\beta (F_0 - F_j)}}$$

(1.16)

The last set of equations cannot be solved as it is, since it contains the free energies $F_i$ which are not known from the onset. The free energies for $F_i$ can be related to the target distribution function in the following manner:

$$e^{-\beta F_i} = e^{-\beta F_0} \int d\xi P_0(\xi) e^{-\beta w_i(\xi)}$$

(1.17)

Discretizing the above equation and plugging into it the expression 1.16 for the $P_0$, we obtain the central equation of the WHAM:

$$e^{-\beta F_i} = \sum_k \frac{\sum_{i=1}^r N_i(\xi_k)e^{-\beta w_i(\xi_k)}\Delta \xi_k}{\sum_{j=1}^r n_j e^{\beta w_j(\xi_k)} e^{\beta F_j}}$$

(1.18)

The numerical solution of the Eq. 1.18 is obtained by setting all the $F_i = 1$ and iterating the subsequent solutions until the convergence is reached. At last it is worth mentioning that the WHAM technique is quite general and can be used not only for combining the data from the umbrella sampling simulations but also for simulations conducted under different conditions (e.g., the variants of parallel tempering).

For the sake of completeness it should also be noted that besides WHAM there are alternative techniques, such as the umbrella integration [40] and the MBAR [41] (Multistate Bennett Acceptance Ratio), which combine simulations via more elaborate means, most importantly by avoiding the histogram binning step. However, the numerical accuracy of these techniques has been found to be only marginally different from the the WHAM.
1.3 Preview of the thesis.

- The chapter II of the thesis is devoted to the understanding of the polymeric aspects of the histone tails as representatives of a broader class of the intrinsically disordered proteins. In the introduction I review the current state of our knowledge about the intrinsically disordered proteins and motivate the study of histone tails. The results section consists of two subsections, the first of which deals with the intrinsic conformational propensities of the histone tails, while the second concerns with the thermal denaturation and polyelectrolyte behavior. The key contribution of the chapter consists in showing how the presence of the transient secondary structural elements in the conformational ensembles of histone tails can have a dramatic impact on the polymer statistics. In particular we show that the three of the histone tails occupy an intermediate niche between random coils and structured globular proteins. Additionally, we show that the signature of the thermal denaturation for the histone tails involves a novel re-entrant transition not encountered for the globular proteins.

- The chapter III deals with the functional aspects of histone tails, taking as a test case the most extensively studied case of the H4 histone tail acetylation. The central aim of the chapter is to dissect the impact of covalent modifications of amino acid residues on the conformational and binding propensities of histone tails. We have found that the nature of the natively disordered ensemble of the H4 tail significantly affects the way the chain folds upon bind-
ing to DNA. In particular, we show how that post-translational modifications of amino acid residues, such as lysine acetylation can alter the degree of collapse and conformational preferences for a free protein and also profoundly impact the binding affinity and pathways for the protein DNA association. Our findings lead us to propose a hypothesis that can potentially account for the celebrated chromatin “fiber loosening effects”, which forms the basis of transcriptional activation in the eukaryotes.

- The chapter IV is devoted to the problem of computational estimation of free energies of allosteric transitions in proteins. In the introductory part we briefly review the free energy techniques proposed prior to our work, highlighting the their shortcomings in the application to the allosteric transitions and the way our method overcomes them. The core of the chapter deals with the application of our technique to the allosteric transition of Adenylate Kinase. We find a marginal free energy gap between the two allosteric states which is in a semi-quantitative agreement with the experiments. Our structural analysis of the transition pathway shows late transition state in the interconversion of the closed form into the open form of the ADK. We have found a significantly higher dynamical structural disorder in the domains of the closed state, which is an evidence for the local frustration between intra- and inter- domain contacts. The general mechanism that emerged from our study is formulated as an entropic transfer mechanism of allosteric transition, whereby the transfer of conformational entropy between different thermal modes of the molecule
helps to minimizes the free energy gap of the allosteric states.
Chapter 2

Energy Landscape Analyses of Disordered Histone Tails Reveal Special Organization of Their Conformational Dynamics

The chapter is based on the published work of the author:


2.1 Introduction

All eukaryotic cells face the dilemma of tightly packaging their genomes inside a small nucleus, while also providing timely access to individual genes for transcription and replication, upon receiving internal and external signals. This difficult physical problem is elegantly solved by formation of a chromatin, a nucleoprotein complex consisting of DNA and histone proteins, densely packed together into regular repeating arrays. The fundamental structural unit of the chromatin is the nucleosome [5,99,103,131,155], a ~146bp long DNA segment tightly wrapped around histone octamer, comprised of 4 pairs of histone proteins: H4, H3, H2B and H2A. Although the structure of nucleosome has been resolved at a near atomic resolution [97,98,128], and the nucleosome core particle was investigated using molecular simulations [103,133], the structural information about higher order polynucleosomal arrays is lacking. Nevertheless, it is clear that the histone
proteins play a prominent role in determining chromatin structure and dynamics, where the latter, in turn, influence many cellular processes such as gene expression, silencing and replication. In particular, histone terminal tails mediate inter-nucleosomal attraction and control chromatin conformation through site specific covalent modifications. The latter mechanism is the basis of the so called histone code hypothesis \[5, 71, 101, 107, 118, 139\], according to which a specific combination of post-translational covalent modifications creates different biochemical responses by switching on or off various gene transcription and other signaling events. Despite their biological significance, molecular details of how histone tails carry out many of these tasks still remain insufficiently clarified, largely because of their intrinsic disorder. To elucidate molecular mechanisms of histone tail functioning, it is necessary to gain deeper understanding of their internal dynamics and conformational preferences. In the present study, we shed light on the nature of the natively disordered ensembles of various histone tails, focusing in particular on the role of transiently populated secondary structure elements. We also explore the role of mobile counterions in modulating histone tail conformational dynamics.

Beside their pivotal roles in determining chromatin structure and dynamics, histone tails are also known for belonging to a special class of proteins that lack stable and densely packed 3D structure \textit{in vivo}. This class of proteins that explores their unstructured nature to achieve functional promiscuity, is known as intrinsically disordered proteins (IDP) \[69, 70, 110, 111, 115, 127, 146, 147\]. These proteins are distinguished by several features including low hydrophobicity, high net charge and low sequence complexity, which have a combined effect of impeding the formation of
densely packed globular structures. Recently, several experimental [61,106,138] and theoretical [76,144,145,148,149] studies on various ID proteins demonstrated that despite the lack of major hydrophobic interactions, these proteins often do not show random coil statistics as one might have anticipated. Instead most populated states may be rather compact, with a partial presence of local secondary order, fluctuating in absence of strong stabilizing forces. The intrinsically disordered nature of histone tails became apparent from the X-ray structures of nucleosome, where tail domains appear to sample multiple conformations [97,98]. This high conformational flexibility stems from the amino acid sequences which contain a high number of hydrophobic, charged (1/3 of all residues) and structure breaking (GLY) residues (Fig.2.1). For example ∼ 30% of residues in H3 and H2B tails are hydrophobic, whereas in

**Figure 2.1:** Representative conformations of histone tails are shown, obtained from simulations presented in this chapter. Sequences of histone tails are shown in the upper panel, where charged residues are indicated with red and neutral ones with black letters. The solid yellow bars indicate the remaining portions of the histone proteins that are not part of histone tails.
H4 and H2A tails only $\sim 15\%$ of residues are hydrophobic. Small globular proteins, on the other hand, are found much higher on the hydrophobicity scale, having sequences which are at least $\sim 50\%$ hydrophobic, with some $\sim 30\%$ of residues consisting of bulky hydrophobic groups (PHE, ILE, LEU) [83, 123]. Histone tail conformational disorder might accelerate binding on-rates through the fly-casting mechanism [111, 134, 143], while their high net positive charges should enhance the binding affinity towards negatively charged DNA surface. The accumulating wealth of experimental data showing specific binding propensities of histone tails eventually led to a suggestion that some tails may adopt specific secondary structures while bound to a linker DNA or acidic patches of core histones [80, 86, 160].

Experiments on nucleosomes using circular dichroism (CD) and combination of hydrogen exchange with NMR showed that H4/H3 tails acquire structured conformations as a part of nucleosome core particle, while H2A and H2B were found to be essentially in random coil like states [55, 86, 153]. The results of CD experiments suggested that some alpha helical structure is present in isolated H4/H3 tails, however, due to the impossibility of selective cleaving of the H3 and H4 tails, distribution of alpha helical amino acids among them had not been assigned. Hence, the possible interpretations allow either helical conformation for most of the H3 tail residues or equal distribution among residues of H4 and H3 tails.

There are only a few atomistic computational studies of histone tails. Of particular relevance to our work is the study of the wild and covalently modified forms of H3 histone tail by Yang, et al. [95]. In the mentioned work implicit solvent Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) simulations were performed finding
that wild type H3 tail populates alpha helical conformations in qualitative agreement with our simulations. In another recent study, Arya et al. [158] found short alpha helical element in the conformations of the H4 histone tail, which is inconsistent with our results. We attribute the discrepancy to the fact that the authors used helically biased forcefields along with the Generalized Born implicit solvent model, which has a combined effect of strongly favoring alpha helices (see [56, 119] and Methods Section). Many coarse-grained studies investigated the role of histone tails in chromatin folding by using low resolution models of histone tails attached to uniformly charged spheres [50–53, 88, 133]. However, for these models to be realistic, should one treat histone tails as random coils, which is a common practice, or as chains with flickering secondary structure elements and potentially complex internal dynamics? The answer to this question should pave a way for large scale computational modeling of chromatin dynamics. In this chapter we are providing the first comprehensive overview of histone tail conformational preferences at high structural resolution.

We carried out all atom REMD simulation of all four histone tails with the aim to clear up the ambiguity related to their structural behavior, to find out the driving force behind observed conformational preferences, and ultimately to devise a suitable qualitative framework for understanding histone tails that can also be utilized in lower resolution studies. The main finding of our study is that three histone tails, H4, H3, and H2B, adopt persistent secondary structural elements and show behavior strongly deviating from random coil statistics. In particular, our results suggest that the H4 tail forms a beta strand in the well known binding region,
while H3 and H2B form alpha helices, consistent with prior experimental findings.
In contrast, H2A may be characterized as a random coil. Additionally, we used ideas
from the energy landscapes theory [75, 108, 163, 164] and polymer physics [64, 122, 145]
to analyze the behavior of histone tails on the coarser scale. In particular, based on
this analysis we discovered an intriguing re-entrant contraction-expansion of histone
tails upon heating, which is caused by a subtle competition between enhanced ionic
condensation around charged side chains [73, 74, 100, 103, 125, 126] and chain entropy.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Simulation protocol

Since there is no reliable structural data on histone tails, we have built initial
structures based on the available amino acid sequences [102]. Histone tails have
not been uniquely defined in literature. For instance, histone tails are biochemically
isolated by trypsination, e.g cleaving at the so-called “weak points”, dividing dis-
ordered and ordered regions. However, the cleavage point does not always coincide
with the residues of histone tails that are adjacent to the exit point of nucleosomal
DNA [62]. We have constructed histone tails that are slightly longer than their
biochemical definitions, thus following a structural viewpoint. The tail lengths are
38 residues for H3, 26 residues for H4, 23 residues for H2B and 14 residues for H2A.
All the simulations were carried out using AMBER10 [43] package suite and the
ff99SB protein force field [81]. Finding an appropriate forcefield for simulating IDPs
can be a challenging task for several reasons. For one thing, the parameterization of
currently available forcefields is fine tuned to reproduce dynamics of proteins with single, well defined structures. Hence, a priori expectation that the default parameterization will work for IDPs is not high, and indeed extensive simulations on model unstructured peptides diagnosed serious shortcomings for many forcefields [72, 154]. Luckily the comparison of explicit solvent simulations with NMR structural and relaxation data established adequacy of the ff99SB force field for IDPs [72, 136]. In a recent report it was suggested that in specific cases ff99SB might slightly underestimate the helical propensity of polyalanine model peptides [56]. Therefore, to validate the robustness of our results, we have carried out additional simulations with modified ff99SB, finding that simulations with both force fields lead to virtually identical results.

After constructing the initial structures for histone tails in a fully stretched state, we performed preliminary minimization and equilibration steps in the GBSA implicit solvent [109] to bend straight conformations to some degree in order to save computational resources associated with relaxing conformations in explicit solvent. Afterwards, each histone tail was immersed in TIP3P explicit water boxes (H3: $71 \times 61 \times 56 \, \text{Å}^3$, H4: $56 \times 45 \times 44 \, \text{Å}^3$, H2B: $53 \times 44 \times 42 \, \text{Å}^3$, H2A: $48 \times 46 \times 45 \, \text{Å}^3$) with distances between the farthest atoms of histone tails and box edges set to $\sim 12 \, \text{Å}$. Particle Mesh Ewald summation technique was used for all electrostatic calculations with 12 Å real space cutoff. Periodic boundary conditions were used in all simulations.

Ions were added to neutralize uncompensated charges and further salt (NaCl) was added to represent 0.150 M ionic concentration and hence mimic the physio-
logical environment. System preparation included minimization of protein chains with the rest of the system fixed and subsequent minimization of the full system. After minimization steps, leapfrog integration with 2fs timestep in NVT ensemble was used to propagate dynamics of all atoms, where the latter were coupled to a Langeven bath with 2ps collision frequency and with weak restraining force on protein [43]. After 200ps of restrained NVT simulation, the system was equilibrated without restraints in the NVT ensemble for 300ps followed by 1.5ns density equilibration in the NPT ensemble. SHAKE [84] was used to constrain all bonds containing hydrogen atoms.

Before running replica exchange simulations each system was replicated and each replica was slowly heated and additionally equilibrated at the predefined target temperatures. Temperatures for REMD were chosen based on the criteria of a good overlap between energy distributions of neighboring replicas, guarantying significant acceptance rates [87, 141, 142]. The temperature range was chosen between 300-450 K, with 2-3K spacing resulting in 50-54 replicas and 30-35 percent expected acceptance rate estimated with the help of T-REMD server [42]. The time interval between the exchange attempts was set to 5-10 ps. Each replica was simulated at the constant temperature and volume (NVT) for 55-60 ns resulting in cumulative 3 microseconds of sampling time for each histone tail. The first 10-15 ns of all the trajectories were discarded, to allow for initial equilibration, while the rest of the trajectories were used for the subsequent analysis.
2.2.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

We performed a dihedral PCA (dPCA) [47,105] on the single temperature trajectories sampled by replica exchange molecular dynamics. Since we are interested in detecting states with residual order, using dihedral PCA (dPCA) is a natural choice, because dihedral angles are the main degrees of freedom responsible for backbone flexibility and formation of secondary structural elements. In previous studies dPCA was used to scrutinize native state dynamics of small globular proteins [104, 162] and large scale conformational rearrangements of hydrated proteins [77, 120, 132]. Commonly, a few PC modes are used to reduce dimensionality of conformational space and allow investigation of dynamics on simplified landscapes [164]. For instance, the main PC mode served as a good order parameter successfully discerning states which undergo major conformational change between open and closed forms of elastin [132]. In a different work, following splitting of basins in successively higher PC dimensions allowed mapping of protein’s conformational substates into a hierarchical tree [104,162].

In dPCA, the covariance matrix $C$, is constructed using sines and cosines of $(\phi, \psi)$ protein dihedral angles $g(t_n) = \{\sin \phi_1(t_n) \sin \psi_1(t_n), \cos \phi_2(t_n), \cos \psi_2(t_n) \ldots \}$, in order to avoid problems of discontinuity and multivalueness associated with angular variables [47,105]. Each principal component is a basis vector in the high dimensional conformational space of the macromolecule, along which motions occur corresponding to the greatest variance in the data. After diagonalizing the covariance matrix (Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2) one obtains a set of orthogonal PCs and corre-
sponding eigenvalues (diagonal elements of Λ), where the former indicate how atoms are displaced in a particular mode from the time averaged structure. Thus, most of the interesting dynamics is contained in the PCs with the largest eigenvalues – these capture most of the essential macromolecular motions. After finding the PCs we used projections of the trajectory along two main PCs to map out protein’s free energy surface in these collective coordinates (Eq. 2.3).

\[ \mathbf{CM} = \mathbf{M} \Lambda, \quad C_{ij} = \langle (q_i - \langle q_i \rangle)(q_j - \langle q_j \rangle) \rangle , \]  
\[ v_i = G m_i , \quad m_i m_j = \delta_{ij}, \]  
\[ \Delta F(v_1, v_2) = -k_B T \log P(v_1, v_2) - F_{\text{min}}, \]  

Where \( \mathbf{G} \) is a trajectory matrix where each column contains all the sampled values of the individual dihedral angles (time series of \( g_1, g_2 \ldots \)). The \( m_i \) (the \( i \)-th PC) is an \( i \)-th column of eigenvector matrix (\( \mathbf{M} \)) corresponding to the \( i \)-th eigenvalue (\( \Lambda_{ii} \)) and \( v_i \) is the projection of trajectory onto \( i \)-th PC. We identified distinct basins on the constructed free energy landscape by enclosing them within squares and estimate their structural heterogeneity by computing the corresponding pairwise-\( q \) values (often used as an order parameter in spin glass physics [114]) among conformations within each square.

\[ q_{AB} = \frac{1}{N_{\text{pairs}}} \sum_{i>j} \exp\left(-\left(r_{ij}^A - r_{ij}^B\right)^2\right), \]  
\[ q = \left\langle q_{AB} \right\rangle_{\text{basin}}, \]

where \( q_{AB} \) is the structural overlap between the A and B conformations, assuming values from 0 (no structural resemblance) to 1 (identical structures). In Eq.
2.4, \( N_{pairs} \) is the total number of \( C_\alpha \) atom pairs and \( r_{ij}^A \) indicates the pairwise distance between \( C_\alpha \) atoms in conformation A which are correspondingly labeled as \( i \) and \( j \). Overall, larger value of \( q \) in any specific basin indicates potential presence of a deep trap state(s), since then conformations sampled within that basin will show high structural resemblance to each other.

2.2.3 Scaling relations

To classify the compaction state of various histone tails, we used scaling relations for globular and thermally denatured proteins to compare our computed average radius of gyration values, \( R_g \), with the typical values for native and random coil-like states of proteins having the same number of residues:

\[
R_{g_{glob}}(N) = 2.2N^{0.38}, \tag{2.6}
\]

\[
R_{g_{denat}}(N) = 2.02N^{0.60}. \tag{2.7}
\]

The relation for globular proteins is based on a best fit of power law dependence of \( R_g \) on sequence length for a subset of proteins in PDB [137]. Similarly, for denatured proteins we use the relation that was found by the best fitting of \( R_g \) values obtained through simulation and experiments [65].

Furthermore, we compared the chain statistics of histone tails with the behavior of an ideal chain with excluded volume interactions, where we used des Cloizeaux equation [64] (Eq. 2.8) to estimate the probability density of end to end distance of a polymer chain. This equation was derived using renormalization group theory
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by incorporating fast decay at large distances and low probability of end contacts into the ideal chain probability density function [64]:

\[ P(X) = CX^{0.269} \exp(-1.2X^{2.427}), \tag{2.8} \]

where the \( C \) is a constant determined by normalization condition \( \int 4\pi X^2 P(X) \, dX = 1 \) and \( X = R/\langle R \rangle \). It should be noted that des Cloizeaux equation is exact only in the asymptotic limit of long and uniform chains which have simple pairwise interactions that decay with sequence wise separation.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 “Order in Disorder”: Secondary structure forming propensities of histone tails at physiological conditions.

To produce realistic conformational ensembles of histone tails we have carried out long-time REMD simulations in a wide temperature range (300-450 K), taking into account explicit solvent environment and ions. Afterwards, we employed various physically motivated means to classify and catalog the sampled conformational space. The results outlined in this section clearly demonstrate that despite possessing sequences atypical for native globular proteins, histone tails do show strong propensities for forming secondary structural elements, at specific local spots.

In our simulations we found residual secondary structural elements in three out of four histone tails. The H4 tail was enriched in beta hairpin conformations, the H3 and H2B tails had helical content and the H2A tail showed no structural
features throughout the whole simulation (see Fig. 2.1 for representative snapshots). In the H3 chain, there are 2-3 regions that strongly favor formation of alpha helices, implying that upon binding an extensive helix formation could follow. In the H4 tail, half of the chain in the C-terminal segment (Res 12-26) forms a beta hairpin, while the N-terminal segment (Res 1-12) remains fully disordered. The H2B histone tail showed weaker propensity to form secondary structures. To disentangle interesting conformational modes from pool of states sampled by single temperature REMD trajectories we applied PCA in space of \((\phi, \psi)\) peptide backbone torsional angles (dPCA). Two-dimensional free energy surfaces for all four histone tails were mapped using first two PC modes corresponding to the largest eigenvalues, since these modes

**Figure 2.2:** Free energy projection of the H4 tail dynamics at 300 K into its two main principal components is shown, based on Eq. 2.3.
move on the slowest timescales.

Figure 2.3: Free energy projection of the H2B tail dynamics at 300 K into its two main principal components is shown, based on Eq. 2.3.

Obtained two-dimensional free energy landscapes (Fig. 2.2- 2.4) demonstrate that conformational space of three histone tails (H4, H3 and H2B) are well defined by a handful number of distinct basins. In each basin (see the white squares on Fig. 2.2- 2.4), we have computed the percentage of conformations that possess residual secondary structure, finding a noticeable variation in the degree of secondary structural content among different basins. To quantify the conformational heterogeneity inside basins, we have also computed the average mutual structural overlap q between all conformations within each basin. When a conformational trap(s) with
deep free energy is present in a given basin, it tends to attract many visits during peptide dynamics, resulting in similarity of many conformational snapshots to each other, hence, high $q$ values. Our subsequent analysis indicated that only a weak correlation exists between residual secondary structural content and basin’s $q$, which is due to the fact that significant portions of all chains are in disordered conformations. Here we should also emphasize that the proximal basins on the PC free energy surface are kinetically accessible [48], e.g. the states in neighboring basins are structurally closer to each other compared to states in more distant basins.

Landscape topographies of the H4, H3 and H2B tails show a signature of well defined multiple basins of various depths, whereas the basins are more shallow for the H2A tail. We have indicated the thermodynamically dominant basins with white boxes in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. On average, the basin depth difference between dominant and other basins is $\sim 2 - 3k_B T$, hence we expect that the dynamics will mostly be determined by moderate lingering in the dominant basins and frequent transitions among dominant and other basins. When examining the specific features of each tails’ free energy landscapes, we found partially structured conformations along with fully disordered ones in all basins of the H4, H3 and H2B tails, where in all cases the dominant basin had the highest content of partially structured states (see Figs 2.2-2.4). The structural overlap parameter, $q$, was also highest in these basins, indicating the presence of thermodynamically dominant, specific conformations. In particular, the landscapes of the H2B tail (Fig.2.3) and the H3 tail (Appendix) contain basins with varying content of alpha helical segments, while the H4 tail basins were enriched in beta hairpins (Fig. 2.2). On the other hand,
the free energy landscape of the H2A tail (Fig. 2.4) shows a more connected web of basins with the absence of conformations possessing any secondary structure, which is primarily attributed to the fact of H2A tail having the shortest sequence with the highest charge per residue (Fig. 2.1). The broad and connected basins on the landscape of the H2A tail (see Fig. 2.4) correspond to random coil like states and the deepest basin consists of mostly stretched conformations with relative $R_g$ values significantly exceeding $R_g$ of other histone tails, as discussed below. Our present results are consistent with prior experiments [55] and secondary structure prediction results [79], which support the view of the H2A tail being a random coil and the other tails possessing residual structure.

**Figure 2.4:** Free energy projection of the H2A tail dynamics at 300 K into its two main principal components is shown, based on Eq. 2.3.

Next, we closely examined the distributions of $(\phi, \psi)$ dihedral angles for several key residues in various histone tails. In the H4 tail, for instance, we found
an interesting structural feature that adds an extra layer of stability to beta hairpin state relative to its disordered conformation. There are two pairs of LYS-ARG residues in a beta turn that reduce the conformational flexibility of the turn, restricting it to a small number of states. The resultant states favor beta hairpin over the other conformations, where if the latter were realized that would have inevitably led to a steric clash between positively charged side chains of LYS and ARG. On the contrary, in globular proteins GLY is the residue that frequently resides in the beta turns making them more flexible and thereby facilitating formation of compact secondary structures.

The LYS-16 residue, which in our simulations is frequently locked into a specific rotameric state in the beta turn, is a well known hot spot for post-translational covalent modifications [63, 66]. Hence, based on the crucial role that LYS-16 plays in stabilizing H4 tail’s beta hairpin, observed in the current work, we speculate that covalent modifications may potentially shift the H4 tail conformational equilibrium, providing an additional mechanism for signaling through post-translational modifications. Additionally, in vitro experiments have shown that homogeneous mono-acetylation of the H4 tail undermines the stability of chromatin fiber to an extent that removal of whole H4 tail is equal in its effect [135]. Our current results suggest a possible molecular level explanation, namely that acetylation of H4 tail triggers partial or full disruption of beta hairpin, leading to modulation of binding affinity towards linker DNA. Ramachandran plots of several other key H4 residues showed that LYS and ARG residues sample diverse conformational states in the disordered N-terminal region, while the analogous residues in the C-terminal re-
region are highly constrained (see Fig. 2.5a). This conformational dissimilarity of two halves of the H4 chain was further explored by computing radii of gyration of two terminal segments. Obtained distributions of Rg values demonstrated that the part with enhanced secondary structural content (C-terminal) on average has less variability in its size distribution (Fig. 2.5b), thus supporting the global view of H4 tail as “half-ordered, half-disordered”. In the H3 tail, there are 3 LYS-ARG regions which, as in the H4 tail, form beta turns aiding in overall compaction. However, contrary to the H4 tail, local sequences of the H3 tail around beta turns favor alpha helices, producing an overall enrichment in alpha-helical transient states. In the H2A tail, all residues were unconstrained and spanned almost all allowed regions on the Ramachandran diagram.

**Figure 2.5:** (a) Ramachandran plot of Lys-16 in the H4 tail is shown (b) Distributions of radii of gyration for the N (residues 1-12) and C (residues 13-26) terminals of the H4 tail are plotted.

Next, we explore the size distributions of histone tails. We computed distributions of radii of gyration for the conformations sampled from the equilibrium ensem-
bles of histone tails and used mean Rg values for comparison with well investigated classes of globular and thermally denatured proteins (Fig. 2.6). From this comparison one immediate finds that all histone tails except H2A, on average have sizes that are closer to native globular states than random coils. In particular, despite their disordered nature, conformational ensembles of H4/H3/H2B histone tails significantly deviate from random coil statistics, and instead are better described as collections of relatively compact “molten globular” (MG) states (see Fig. 2.7). This is shown by the mean values of their radii of gyration, which for the H4 tail differs by ~30% from the corresponding hypothetical native state (see equations 2.6 and 2.7) of a globular protein with the same length \( \langle R_g^{H4} \rangle = 10.4\AA, R_{g\text{glob}} = 7.6\AA, R_{g\text{denat}} = 14.3\AA \).

The H3 tail’s degree of compaction \( \langle R_g^{H3} \rangle = 11.6\AA, R_{g\text{glob}} = 8.8\AA, R_{g\text{denat}} = 17.91\AA \) is qualitatively similar to the H4 tail, though the spread of Rg distribution is much higher. The H2B tail, which is only 2 residue shorter than H4, showed higher degree of compaction, with \( \langle R_g^{H2B} \rangle \) being only ~20% higher than the corresponding native globular form \( \langle R_g^{H2B} \rangle = 9.12\AA, R_{g\text{glob}} = 7.36\AA, R_{g\text{denat}} = 13.59\AA \).

This enhanced compactness compared with the H4 tail may be rationalized by the lower ratio of H2B tail’s net charge to its sequence length (H2B: 0.25, H4: 0.35) and also a higher ratio of hydrophobic structure forming residues. For the H2A tail, the situation is qualitatively different as indicated by its Rg distribution (Fig. 2.6b), which puts the H2A conformational ensemble closer to random coil like states \( \langle R_g^{H2A} \rangle = 9.37\AA, R_{g\text{glob}} = 6.0\AA, R_{g\text{denat}} = 9.86\AA \).

From a polymer physics perspective, histone tails are polyelectrolytes with intricate conformational behavior stemming from propensity to form secondary struc-
Figures, having nonuniform charge distribution and hydrogen bonding patterns. Because of the presence of such interactions, one would expect a significant deviation from classical polymer theories that are mainly based on simple coarse grained pairwise potentials between uniformly shaped monomers. Hence, we also computed the end-to-end distance distributions for all histone tails, and compared them with the corresponding distributions obtained from Gaussian chain in the excluded volume limit as described by des Cloizeaux equation (Eq. 2.8). Indeed, from comparisons with des Cloizeaux curve (Fig. 2.8), we see a drastic difference with the low temperature end-to-end distance distributions of the H4, H3, and H2B tails (data for H3 and H2B not shown). The multi-peak nature of these distributions is most likely caused by the presence of secondary structural elements, where the latter introduce additional complexity in monomer-monomer interactions that is not captured by des Cloizeaux equation. For instance, in the H4 chain there is a significant popu-
Figure 2.7: Approximate protein phase diagram, showing denatured, molten globular and native globular regions.

...
Figure 2.8: End-to-end distance histograms of the (a) H4 and (b) H2A tails are shown at T=300K and compared with the des Cloizeaux equation predictions.

2.3.2 Thermal Denaturation and Ionic Effects in Histone Tails.

Histone tail sequences are unusual because they contain a plethora of positively charged residues. This aspect is not surprising since histone tails regulate chromatin structure and dynamics by interacting with negatively charged DNA and acidic patches of histones cores. Hence, electrostatics plays a key role in their functionality. In particular, the distribution of counterions around charged surfaces of histone tails is expected to play crucial role in interactions of tails with DNA, through release and re-association of ions around biomolecular surfaces, as well as influencing the equilibrium ensemble of histone tail conformations [74,140]. To gain further insight into the histone tail electrostatics, we investigated the nature of ionic environment around protein backbones, including temperature dependencies. One remarkable aspect of polyelectrolytes is their ability to undergo rapid contraction into compact forms upon increase of the counterion concentration [6,78,94]. The main driving force for this transition is screening of the electrostatic repulsion among the charges
of the chain, which, in turn, diminishes swelling of the conformations that occurs due to these repulsive interactions. In our case, however, concentration of the salt is held constant and the parameter whose change induces chain contraction is the temperature. This temperature induced chain collapse has not been studied in prior theoretical works on flexible polyelectrolytes [6,45,59,60,78,82,96], and here we give qualitative explanation about the cause and explain the specifics of the transition for different histone tails.

![Figure 2.9](image)

**Figure 2.9:** Temperature dependencies of ionic condensation around backbones of the (a) H4 and (b) H2A histone tails are shown at 300 K and 326 K.

First, to characterize the low resolution details of ionic association around histone tails, we computed the total number of anions ($Cl^-$) around positively charged backbone using as a threshold a distance between nitrogens of ARG and LYS and chloride ions being less than or equal to the Bjerrum length ($\sim$7.5 Å) at ambient temperature. Interestingly, upon heating we observed consistently increasing accumulation of ions around both histone tails (2.9). This type of increase of ionic condensation with temperature was already observed in a number of MD simulations.
of other proteins [73, 74] and in some cases was shown to be sequence specific [100].

One way to understand the observed elevation of ionic adsorption at high temperatures, is to take into account the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant. The experimentally found expression for the dielectric constant of water [121] is:

\[ \epsilon(T) = \left( \frac{T^*}{T} \right)^{1.4} \sim T^{-1.4}, \]

hence the Bjerrum length \( l_B = \frac{e^2}{\epsilon(T) k_B T} \) of an aqueous medium is effectively a weakly increasing function of temperature: \( l_B \sim T^{0.4}. \)

Therefore, qualitatively, at high temperatures ionic interactions are stronger, which under favorable conditions can lead to enhanced ionic condensation.

Furthermore, we observed consistently greater accumulation of Cl\(^-\) ions around residues in disordered N terminal regions compared to ordered C terminal regions. This trend seems to arise because of larger steric accessibility of disordered regions for mobile ions. Accumulation of ions around chains increases the ionic screening, resulting in diminution of electrostatic repulsion among charged side-chain groups. This enhanced screening in turn explains why histone chains instead of expanding with moderate increase of temperature, somewhat contract. For the H4/H3/H2B tails, the effect of ionic condensation and subsequent chain contraction were more pronounced than for the H2A tail. This difference in ion adsorption at elevated temperatures is caused by the disruption of secondary structural elements in the H4/H3/H2B tails which ultimately leads to more surface exposed conformations, with charged side-chains having fuller access to ions floating around. Hence, at all temperatures above \( T=300K \) the H2A tail on average attracts less mobile ions per chain charge compared with the other tails.

The main principal modes (PC 1-5) at moderately high temperatures (T \( \sim \)320-
326K) showed the emergence of new compact states, as evidenced by the appearance of additional deep minima (see Appendix), which vanish upon further heating. Additionally at temperatures corresponding to collapse states, we have found sharper decay of eigenvalues (e.g., $\Lambda_{ii}$ from Eq. 2.1) when arranged in decreasing order (see Appendix). This interesting observation is explained by the idea that in collapsed chains dihedral angles are fluctuating in a more restricted range of values and motions are relatively damped, because of tighter monomer packing. These restrictions naturally lead to a greater correlation between various dihedral angles, which as a result increases the contribution of first two PC’s into total atomistic motions. On the other hand, when the chain is disordered and samples variety of weekly correlated conformations, dihedral angles make frequent transitions between allowable Ramachandran regions and cause increased PC degeneracy. For instance, first 2 PCs were able to capture $\sim 50\%$ of motions for a globular native protein eglin c [104], whereas for IDPs like histone tails the contribution of two main PCs are below 20% (see Appendix).

Finally, the Gaussian chain model with volume interactions seems to be more adequate for histone tails at very high temperatures (see Appendix), which can be explained by both unraveling of secondary structure elements, as well as better screening of histone tail charges by mobile ions, leading to increased relative contribution of excluded volume interactions. In a notable contrast with regular globular proteins, which in general expand abruptly in an “all or none” fashion near the melting temperature, histone tails first contract when temperature is increased, then expand at higher temperatures. The dPCA free energy landscapes clearly show
how upon further heating, these collapsed states gradually and slowly swell, with fragmented PC basins increasing in number and coalescing into a large, smooth single basin at high temperatures (Appendix). This collapse/expansion re-entrant transition results from the competition between the electrostatic interactions mediated by mobile ions, discussed above, and chain entropy, which eventually wins at high enough temperatures.

2.4 Concluding Remarks

Our analysis of 3 microsecond long REMD simulation trajectories showed that equilibrium conformational ensembles of histone tails are comprised of states with various degrees of residual order. We further characterized the ensemble behaviors by mapping out simplified free landscapes using the first two PCs. On every landscape we identified highly populated states and classified them by using secondary structural content and average pairwise conformational overlap values. We found that the H4 tail is enriched in beta hairpins, H3 and H2B tails contain flickering alpha-helical segments, while the H2A tail is disordered, with partially stretched conformations.

Based on our findings we propose that states with high content of secondary structural order may be important for binding to linker DNA and acidic patches since rigidity of these elements provides higher affinity and lower entropic penalty for binding. From comparisons of chain size distributions we conclude that H4, H3, and H2B tails show behavior consistent with compact molten (Fig. 2.7) globular
states such as appearing on protein folding pathways, while the H2A tail samples predominantly random coil like states.

In summary, our analysis demonstrated that the presence of secondary structural elements in histone tails creates a population of conformations that are drastically different from the random coil like states described by Gaussian chain with excluded volume interactions or worm like chain analogues. These results invalidate the naive picture of histone tails which are viewed as a collection of mostly disordered and structurally uncorrelated states. In addition, our investigation of histone tails’ ionic environment and their temperature dependence revealed the remarkable nature of denaturation of histone tails which occurs via re-entrant mechanism, when the chain at first contracts and then slowly swells as temperature is increased. Finally, in the H4 and H3 tails, we found that a specific sequence motive, LYS-ARG, locally favors beta turn formation and kinks the chain making it more compact and favorable for secondary structure formation. Post-translation modifications of the corresponding LYS residues may potentially unlock these local structural motifs inducing large scale conformational changes, leading to drastic changes in tail-DNA and tail-histone core binding free energies, which can potentially account for the corresponding disruption of chromatin fiber observed in \textit{in vitro} experiments. The main results of this chapter should be helpful in interpreting future experiments on histone tails and better understanding of their functional roles.
Chapter 3

Molecular switch mechanism for the H4 acetylation induced control of gene expression.

The chapter is based on the submitted work of the author:
D. A. Potoyan, G. A. Papoian; (2012)

3.1 Introduction

Regulation of cellular processes by the post-translational covalent modifications of the histone proteins is a route that is widely exploited by all the eukaryotic cells [5]. While the cores of histones are essential for packaging the genomic DNA inside the cell nucleus, which is further mediated by the terminal histone tails, the highly specific post-translational modifications of both histone core and tail residues allows the cell to achieve a broad control of the accessibility of the genetic information. Hence, not surprisingly, the DNA sequence alone does not determine the ultimate fate of the gene expression. In particular, histone tail modifications provide one more layer on top of the DNA sequence that guards the canonical pathway from DNA sequence information to biological action. In this way, environmental factors can contribute to the diversification of the phenotype via epigenetic changes. In his review, Schiessel compared the well-organized chromatin to a library, where books
(genes) are arranged on the shelves for an easy access [131]. To continue the analogy, the histone tails may then be regarded as the librarians who control when and which books are checked out or returned. Thus, while the DNA contains static information about each proteins composition, the dynamics of gene expression are, in significant part, determined by a variety of proteins that covalently modify histone tails, hence triggering specific biochemical reactions and structural rearrangements. The following modifications of histone tails have been observed among others [5]: methylation, acetylation, ubiquitinations, and sumoylation. The different combinations of these are recognized as a code for activating or suppressing a particular biochemical event [139, 173, 176]. There are two ways that covalent modifications can modulate the timing of the gene expression [176]: one is by recruiting specific binding agents to the modified sites, and the other is by direct physical changes in histone tail-nucleosome interactions. Our present work deals with the acetylation of the H4 tail, the mode of action of which may belong to the second category [191]. Some of the end effects of histone tail acetylation are now well known and documented [131, 168, 170, 176]. However, there seems to be little if any molecular level rationale about how the acetylation of the H4 tail can induce the observed dramatic changes in the chromatin organization.

In our recent work, we carried out a systematic study of the conformational preferences of histone tails, focusing mostly on the physical aspects of the individual tails, hence, discussing only briefly the possible biological implications of tails physical interactions and polymer chain statistics. In particular, we found that some of the tails are not fully disordered, but their energy landscapes are organized in
special ways [184]. This work continues and complements our previous endeavor, where we now focus more on the functional aspects of histone tails, choosing the important H4 tail as a case study. We use an explicit solvent all atom simulations and simple concepts acquired from the spin glass theory to try to shed some light on one of the fundamental questions of the chromatin science: why and how do covalent modifications influence the conformational and binding propensities of the histone tails?

In the present study, we focus on an important and well-studied modification of H4 tail, namely the acetylation of LYS-16. This particular modification is well known for being implicated in the transcriptional activation [177,186]. From in vivo experiments, it was found that acetylation weakens the chromatin packing, allowing transcriptional factors to access the specific gene sequences [186]. In another landmark in vitro experiment with reconstituted nucleosomal assays, the homogeneous mono-acetylation of H4 tails at the LYS-16 residue lead to the massive disruption of the dense 30 nm chromatin fibers [135]. Based on these results, one can argue that reduction of charge is not enough to explain the effect of acetylation, since raising the salt concentration was found to not reverse its disruptive effect [80]. Therefore, we hypothesize that acetylation mediates the destabilizing effect of the acetylated H4 tail through a physical mechanism which is more elaborate than what the simple electrostatics arguments would suggest. Unfortunately, not much is known about the forces that create the mentioned bulges in the poly-nucleosomal arrays, which weaken the packing of chromatin fibers.
3.2 Results and Discussion

To address some of the issues raised, we generated the conformational ensemble for LYS-16 acetylated H4, by performing 3 microseconds long replica exchange MD simulation (REMD) following the same protocol as outlined in the previous work [184]. Our prior study of unmodified histone tails revealed that LYS-16, which resides in the sterically crowded beta turn, might destabilize the beta hairpins. In the present study, we find that acetylation of LYS-16 indeed reduces the beta hairpin content in the equilibrium conformational ensemble. We employed the distribution of the pairwise structural overlap values, $q$, as a means to study the effect of acetylation on conformational preferences of the H4 tail. The parameter $q_{ij} \sim \sum_{a,b} \exp \left[ -\frac{(r_{iab}^a - r_{jab}^j)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right]$ originally introduced for the study of spin glasses [114], has subsequently found wide application in the folding studies of the native globular proteins. It quantifies the structural similarity of conformations i and j on a ($q_{\text{min}} = 0, q_{\text{max}} = 1$) scale, where higher values mean higher structural resemblance and vice versa. In the protein folding studies one has a well-defined native state and pairwise $q$ values (by convention referred as Q values) are helpful for quantifying the departure or approach towards it. However, for the intrinsically disordered proteins, there is no such unique state. Instead one often seeks some structural patterns in the maze of conformations that these proteins sample under physiological conditions. For that purpose the distribution $P(q)$ of the pairwise $q$ values between all distinct conformations would be a natural extension for characterizing the conformational ensembles of the intrinsically discorded proteins.
Physically, $P(q)$ characterizes the structural heterogeneity of the conformational ensemble. Another commonly used measure, the distribution of the radius of gyration, $R_g \sim \sum_{a,b} (r_a - r_b)^2$, is less informative in terms of revealing the emergence of new structural clustering, especially for the short chains. The comparison of the $P(q)$ distribution for the wild type (WT) and the acetylated H4 tails immediately reveals (Fig. 3.1) that the latter contains a subset of compact conformations, which are absent in the conformational ensemble of the WT H4 tail. The chain compaction is not surprising, since acetylation reduces the positive charge of the chain, and hence, self-repulsion. It also adds to the hydrophobic interactions within the chain [94]. Hence, the introduction of acetyl group not only decreases the beta hairpin content in the conformational ensemble but also promotes the formation of more compact globules (see the inset of Fig. 3.1) with higher helical propensity (10% of conformations). Nevertheless, the beta hairpin content in the acetylated form, although diminished from the WT, still remains significant in comparison (Fig. 3.1). Overall, the qualitative trend of the conformational changes upon acetylation of LYS-16, observed from simulations, is consistent with the prior CD experiments, which reported steady increase in the alpha helical content of the H4 tails as a function of added acetyl groups [55,153]. Explicit solvent simulations of the fully acetylated H4 tail likewise showed the robustness of the alpha helical conformations [170]. However, we note that many commonly used force fields might not reflect the quantitatively accurate ratio of the relative populations of alpha helical versus beta hairpin conformations for the disordered polypeptide chains [72,154].

Next, we proceed to probe the impact of the H4 tail acetylation on its DNA
Figure 3.1: Comparison of P(q) distributions of WT (blue) and covalently modified H4 tail (light green). The small peak on the left side shows the emergence of compact states in the acetylated H4 tail conformational ensemble. The inset shows the secondary structure contents in the conformational ensembles of the isolated WT (left) and covalently modified (right) H4 histone tails.

binding propensity. We randomly chose a 20 bp DNA sequence as a mimic of some segment of the nucleosomal DNA. First, we did a control simulation of the H4 tail with the DNA for 200 ns to ascertain that our subsequent umbrella simulations with restrained DNA protein distance are not biased towards unrealistic conformations and to dissect the effect of covalent modification on the conformational changes induced by the presence of DNA. After binding to the DNA, the WT H4 tail undergoes very little structural fluctuation, which is expected for a highly charged polymer (see Fig. 3.2). The residues that are in contact with the DNA are
all part of the transiently flickering beta hairpin, which also includes the LYS-16.

In the chromatin, the C terminal of H4 tails are structurally in close proximity to the DNA ramp of the nucleosome. Hence, it is a natural choice to use the center of mass distance between the target DNA base pair and the C terminal of H4 tail. Afterwards, we performed umbrella sampling along the DNA-protein distance coordinate with the spring constants that guarantee good overlap between sampling coordinate distributions.

The technical details regarding the system preparation and the MD simulation of the DNA-histone tail systems are elaborated in the Supporting Information section. Briefly, the protocol for the potential of mean force (PMF) calculation is as follows. At first, the 20 bp long DNA was positioned at 25 Angstroms from the center of mass of the H4 tail. The refined AMBER22 Parmbsc0 force field for nucleic acids [183] and the TIP3P model for the water [174], as well as the recently developed force field [175] for alkali and halide monovalent ions, were used for setting up the system and for the subsequent minimizations and all atom MD runs. We used the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method [89] (WHAM) for obtaining the DNA-H4-tail PMFs. We have performed a control PMF calculations starting from different initial conditions, which repeated the obtained results (see the Supplementary Information).

From the PMF plot of WT H4-DNA (Fig. 3.3), we find a $\sim 2k_B T$ (1.2 kcal/mol) gain in the binding free energy, indicating that thermal fluctuations can frequently and quickly break the DNA-tail interaction. This would allow the WT H4 tail to be flexible at reasonably fast timescales and easily explore extended chain
The last 100ns of the trajectory showing the structural fluctuations of the DNA bound WT H4 histone tail. The standard deviations of the Rg values are reduced by \( \sim 40\% \) when compared to the free form of the WT H4 histone tail.

Conformations needed for reaching linker DNA and other nucleosomes. On the other hand, we estimate the free energy gain to be about 5 kT (3.0 kcal/mol) for the acetylated H4, which, in turn, is high enough to keep the tail glued on the surface of the DNA. The fact that the minima on the PMF of the acetylated H4-DNA is shifted to the right compared to the WT H4-DNA is simply because, throughout the whole simulation time the acetylated form remains in the dense globular-like state, while WT H4 has half of its chain protruding radially with respect to the DNAs helical axis. For the same reason, the considerable difference in the PMF depths between the WT and acetylated forms may be rationalized by noting that the highly charged flexible N terminal portion of the WT H4 tail, which contains half of its total charge, is not bound to the DNA, whereas the acetylated H4 is fully collapsed on the DNAs surface (see Fig. 3.4). Thus, despite the fact that acetyl group is reducing overall...
positive charge on the H4 tail, the net binding free gain clearly favors the acetylated from of the H4. The similar binding trend previously has been reported [179] for the disordered C-terminal of the p53 protein, which upon the post-translational acetylation shows dramatic increase in its DNA binding affinity. Qualitative understanding of such behavior can be obtained by consideration of the forces that drive the protein-DNA binding. From the studies of the DNA protein complexes it has been recognized that the net binding free energy gain originates primarily from three distinct contributions [169, 189]: electrostatic interactions, hydrogen binding and shielding of hydrophobic residues from the aqueous environment. The electrostatic component alone tends to create non-specific DNA-protein complexes, which are diffuse associations [185], utilized for instance by facilitating the rapid scanning of the genome for the target sites [172]. On the other hand, the specific association with the DNA is obtained by forming extensive network of hydrogen bonds, which is further assisted by the hydrophobically driven clustering of nonpolar residues near the binding surface. Furthermore, the electrostatic calculations [180, 181] and thermodynamic analysis of numerous DNA-protein complexes [187] shows that the major driving force in fact has little to do with the non-specific polyelectrolyte interactions and is primarily accounted by the hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding.

Therefore we conclude that the enhanced binding affinity of the acetylated H4 tail comes from its collapsed and more hydrophobic nature that makes more contacts with the surface of the DNA. The strong interaction of acetylated H4 with the DNA is expected to have a noticeable structural impact on the local inter nucleosomal
configuration, which would then propagate down further by ultimately changing the chromatin architecture on a much larger scales [135]. A direct support for the latter
The unique role of the H4 histone tail in maintaining the chromatin architectural organization has been established by sedimentation experiments [170], which showed that, from all the tails, only the absence of H4, or equivalently its acetylation, can cause an irreversible disruption of the chromatin fiber. To the present day, the molecular mechanisms by which the H4 histone tails contribute to the stability of organized chromatin have not been elucidated. This is in part due to the fact that histone tails operate in the complex environments where they potentially in-
Figure 3.4: Comparison of the distributions of the radius of gyration for the bound states of the WT (green) and the acetylated (blue) forms of the H4 tail.

Interact with the histone core, the nucleosomal DNA and also with the other histone tails. Among the possible clues is the finding [167] that all of the WT core histone tail domains have well-pronounced preference to bind the linker DNA - the short segment that joins two adjacent nucleosomes [103, 188]. Coarse grained molecular simulations also seem to stress the importance of the so called tail bridging effect in increasing the attraction between the nucleosome cores [182].

3.3 Concluding Remarks

In the context of the chromatin folding our results suggest a simple molecular level mechanism that explains how the acetylation of the H4 tail can cause the local unraveling of the chromatin fibers, which is necessary for allowing the access
for the various binding agents. In a nutshell, we discovered that the acetylation
induces partial chain collapse and results in the tighter binding of the H4 tail to
the DNA, including, potentially to its own nucleosomal DNA. This, in turn, would
significantly suppress the access of H4 tails N terminal segment to the regions outside
of the nucleosome, and hence, disallow the tail to mediate stabilizing interactions
with the neighboring linker DNA and nucleosomes, leading to the formation of local
bulges in the dense poly-nucleosomal arrays. Hence, we suggest that WT H4 tail
can freely explore its conformational space, while acetylation is an auto-inhibitory
molecular switch which leads to H4 tails sequestration via enhanced binding to its
own nucleosomal DNA.
Chapter 4

Estimating the free energy difference of allostERIC transitions:

Adenylate Kinase as a test case

The chapter is based on the recently accepted work of the author:


4.1 Introduction

It is well known that energy landscapes underlying protein functional dynamics may be rugged [197–200, 203, 210, 235, 236]. The protein dynamics on these landscapes involve the interconversion among myriad of conformational states that takes place on a spectrum of timescales from nanoseconds to seconds [203]. The roughness of the landscape is a result of many-body interaction between the protein chain, solvent molecules and ions. In many cases, the ruggedness means glassy dynamical behavior and lack of self-averaging, preventing a generalized statistical description of the functional dynamics [219, 237]. Therefore, computing detailed maps of the energy landscapes is indispensable for understanding mechanisms of functional processes of proteins, such as allostERIC regulation [207, 237], native state dynamics [104, 197, 203, 236, 237], or biopolymer translocation [213]. One approach to mapping of the energy landscapes is to start from calculating the free energy
difference between two specific protein conformations, for example, two allosteric states. Then, in principle, one could extend this calculation to many more conformations of a protein, leading to a high resolution view into the energetic topography of the native basin.

Among a number of proteins used to gain insights into the interplay between protein dynamics and function, adenylate kinase (ADK) stands out as one of the most extensively studied, in the context of allosteric transitions. The structures of ADK’s allosteric states, known as the open and closed forms, have been solved long ago [217]. Also the dynamics of conformational change in ADK has been a topic of numerous experimental [192,202,206,216,218,226,227,233] and theoretical [165,196, 205,211,215,232] studies. However, the free energy difference between the two main allosteric states of ADK has not yet been computed using rigorous approaches based on explicit solvent force fields. Meanwhile, this free energy difference is one of the important aspects underpinning the nature of ADK catalytic action. We calculate it in this work.

Extracting free energy differences from all atom simulations of proteins presents a formidable challenge. The difficulty largely stems from a large number of degrees of freedom which encumbers full sampling of the thermodynamic states. In a prior work, structurally based umbrella sampling free energy calculation for ADK was carried out with the implicit solvent [194]. As elaborated in a recent publication [238], the corresponding collective coordinate for umbrella sampling [194,195] used to compute conformational free energy differences has significant shortcomings, and may potentially lead to artifacts. A key problem of the widespread structural coordinates
like $\Delta RMSD$ or $\Delta Q$, is the fact that these coordinates have unacceptably high degree of structural degeneracy. Namely, in these coordinates a single value maps into a substantial number of unrelated conformations, which defeats the whole purpose of measuring conformational free energy difference between two distinct states, since the very definition of states is inconsistent. To illustrate the structural degeneracy we have used a $\xi(Q_A, Q_B) = \Delta Q$ as a reaction coordinate to map conformational space of two structurally highly similar states of a small model protein (see Fig. 4.1). However, as one can see from the Fig 4.1, even in this favorably picked case the structural degeneracy is quite large, with states that are structurally dissimilar to both conformations lumped into the reference basins. To address this problem, we have recently developed a rigorous technique that permits calculation of conformational free energies between two arbitrary polymer conformations from explicit solvent all atom simulations, where by two conformations we mean two well defined regions of the polymer molecule phase space [238]. Our method largely consists of identifying a reaction coordinate which correlates with conformational transformation. Combining our coordinate with the enhance sampling simulations (such as umbrella sampling) provides a route for computing free energies or any other relevant equilibrium thermodynamic parameters regarding the transition. As demonstrated in the current work, this technique can be applied to large proteins, over two hundred residues, simulated in explicit solvent. Other approaches which attempt to accomplish the same goal use uncontrolled approximations [208, 230, 231] or create unphysical intermediate states [220] which makes their application to complex explicit solvent bimolecular systems rather challenging (see [238] for more detailed
discussion of alternative techniques).

**Figure 4.1:** The illustration of a reaction coordinate degeneracy problem for defining conformational basins. On the plot are shown the conformational states of a model protein (trpcage, PDB ID 1L2Y) for which the $\Delta Q = Q_A - Q_B$ reaction coordinate was tested.

The proposed conformational reaction coordinate smoothly morphs one allosteric state into another, preserving structural locality near the allosteric basins [238]. The latter is a critical requirement missing in many commonly used alternative approaches. Locality means that if for a conformation $X$ the value of the variable $\xi(X)$ is close to the value of the variable in the closed state $\xi(\text{closed})$, then $X$ is structurally similar to the closed state. The same statement is also true for the open state [238]. Another important ingredient of the technique is the confinement potential which alleviates the problem of sampling the degrees of freedom transverse to the umbrella sampling variable. Its effect on the calculation amounts to enveloping
the dynamic trajectories of the system into a phase space “tube” without affect-
ing the neighborhood of the two allosteric states. The tube prevents sampling of
the phase space regions of high conformational entropy which contain unfolded and
other non-relevant states, as it is not necessary in the case when only free energy dif-
ference between the two conformations is calculated. One of the goals of this chapter
is to demonstrate that this new method, which was previously applied [238] to a
20-residue protein, Trp-Cage, straightforwardly scales up to an order-of-magnitude
larger proteins.

Figure 4.2: Crystallographic structures of open (4AKE) and closed (1AKE) forms
of ADK are shown [217]

Adenylate kinase(ADK) is an important member of kinase family of proteins
which catalyzes a key metabolic step of phosphoryl transfer between ADP molecules:
\[ ADP \cdot Mg^{+2} + ADP \leftrightarrow ATP \cdot Mg^{+2} + AMP. \] Structurally, ADK consists of three
domains: LID, NMP and CORE [217]. The CORE domain comprises the bulk of
the protein and is relatively static during allosteric transition, meanwhile NMP and
LID form contacts with entering substrate by covering the bound substrate and
preventing it from diffusing into the solvent environment. Many of the previous
computational studies focused on the mechanistic aspects of the collective domain motions, which is correlated with the enzymatic activity [226]. More specifically those studies identified the key rate limiting step of LID domain opening when bound to a ligand [193, 232].

In this work we find the free energy difference between the states in the absence of ligand. In significant contrast to the previously reported high (tens of $k_B T$) values of the free energy difference from implicit solvent simulations [194], we find that free energies of both states are comparable, with the difference on the order of $\sim 1-2 k_B T$. In addition, we find that, quite unexpectedly, interfacial contacts between LID and NMP domains, characteristic of the closed state, start to form even when the conformation is close to the open state. In other words, the transition from the closed to the open basin might be characterized by a late transition state.

4.2 The free energy calculation technique

The central question addressed by our method [238] can be stated as follows: given two experimentally determined structures, A (open) and B (closed), how can we estimate the free energy difference $\Delta F_{AB}$ between them? Here we assume a time scale separation between fast sampling of the similar conformations around both open and closed states, and slow transitions between the states. Hence, the neighborhoods of the transition end points form corresponding basins of attraction (conformational basins), having a specific size depending on the molecular structure and inter-molecular interactions. Thus, the conformational free energy difference
that we are after is in fact the free energy difference between the conformational basins of A and B. The size of the basins should be chosen from the considerations external to our calculation technique.

The umbrella sampling variable (or reaction coordinate) $\xi(X)$ which is local near the allosteric states and continuously morphs one structure into another is described by the following functional form [238]:

$$
\xi(X) = \exp \left[ -\frac{(s(X,A) - s(A,B))^2 + (s(X,B) - 1)^2}{2\rho^2} \right] - \exp \left[ -\frac{(s(X,B) - s(A,B))^2 + (s(X,A) - 1)^2}{2\rho^2} \right],
$$

(4.1)

where $s(X,Y)$ is a measure of structural similarity between conformations $X$ and $Y$, such as RMSD or fraction of shared contacts ($Q$). When overlap parameter $Q$ is used in defining $s(X,Y)$, then $s(X,Y) = 0$ means $X$ and $Y$ have nothing in common, and $s(X,Y) = 1$ means it is the same conformation. The conformational phase space, therefore, maps into a square with sides graded from 0 to 1. Regarding the variable $\xi$ (see Fig.4.3) defined in Eq. (4.1) as elevation above this square, it corresponds to a positive circular gaussian “peak” placed on the basin of conformation $B$ and a negative circular gaussian “pit” placed on conformational basin $A$ [238]. The $\rho$ in the equation is a parameter which controls the resolution of $\xi$ and has to be decided based on the specific aims of the problem (see Table.4.1 ) . If its value is too large, the resolution coarsens and might not capture the subtle structural differences in the respective basins leading to more or less random free energy estimates. On the
other hand making resolution too high at best increases the computational demand, by requiring more windows and higher values for spring constants to adequately sample the entire pathway. For $s(X,Y)$, we chose the structural overlap parameter widely employed in studies of protein folding and spin glasses [223], which is simply a generalized form of the fraction of shared contacts:

\[ s(X,Y) = Q(X,Y) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i,j} \exp \left[ -\frac{(r_{ij}^X - r_{ij}^Y)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right], \]  

(4.2)

where $\sigma$ sets the length-scale for the native contacts and is typically on the order of $C_\alpha - C_\alpha$ distance, e.g. $\sim 1\text{Â}$. Hereafter, for the notational simplicity we will avoid

Figure 4.3: Contour plot of the reaction coordinate $\xi(X)$ [238], where X is an arbitrary point of the conformational space that maps into $Q_A(X)$ and $Q_B(X)$. The direction along which we sample conformations is indicated with a black arrow.
the explicit indication of path variable $X$ and instead will write the similarity as $Q_A$ and $Q_B$.

The immense volume of the phase space orthogonal to umbrella sampling variable $\xi$ with varying spectrum of relaxation timescales at different points also represents a problem. Whenever the relaxation of transverse fluctuations exceeds the simulation times the trajectory may fall in an “entropic trap” and potentially not reach equilibration and convergence.

To alleviate the difficulty of adequately sampling transverse fluctuations, we designed a confining potential $V_c$, which is added to the Hamiltonian and is meant to block the trajectory from escaping into high conformational entropy regions. Confinement potential $V_c$ in $H' = H + V_c$ can be chosen such that it is equal to zero near the allosteric states, in which case the sought for free energy will not be affected by the virtue of the following equation

$$F'_B - F'_A = -\frac{1}{\beta} \ln \frac{\int_{\Gamma_B} e^{-\beta H'} d\Gamma}{\int_{\Gamma_A} e^{-\beta H'} d\Gamma} = -\frac{1}{\beta} \ln \frac{\int_{\Gamma_B} e^{-\beta H} d\Gamma}{\int_{\Gamma_A} e^{-\beta H} d\Gamma}$$

(4.3)

where $\beta = 1/k_B T$, $\Gamma$ represents the full conformational space and the $\Gamma_A$ and $\Gamma_B$ are the portions of full space that correspond to conformational states of $A$ and $B$ (where $V_c = 0$) [238]. The particular form of confinement potential employed in the present work is chosen to have the following functional form (see Fig.4.4) which also illustrates the idea of phase space “tube”:
\[
V_c(Q_A, Q_B) = \varepsilon [2 - \tanh(\kappa((Q_A - a_1)(Q_B - a_1) - R_1))
+ \tanh(\kappa((Q_A - a_2)(Q_B - a_2) - R_2))]
\] (4.4)

The potential on the \((Q_A, Q_B)\) plane can be envisioned as two walls of height \(\varepsilon\) of hyperbolic shape (see Fig. 4.4) with radii \(R_1\) and \(R_2\). The \(\kappa\) defines steepness of these walls (or hardness of the phase space tube enveloping the dynamic trajectory). \(a_1, a_2,\) are constants that determine positions of the hyperbolae. The optimal tube should allow many pathways connecting the open and closed states, but not excessively many. The particular form for the confining potential is not critical since it is eventually canceled when computing the free energy difference between conformations A and B. However, there are some requirements that limit the possible forms for the potential. For one thing, the confining potential should enclose the reference basins and ideally the actual transition pathway, but the latter is not necessary if one is after the free energy difference only. Secondly, the confining potential should have a smoothly rising “walls”, which would push the trajectory within the confines of the tube without causing abrupt jumps in the trajectory. To find the shape of the tube we ran short (20–50 ps) simulations in each umbrella window, \(U_{\text{umb}}(\xi) = k_{\text{spring}}(\xi(Q_A, Q_B) - \xi_i)^2\) without confinement, obtaining an approximation to a dominant transition pathway. The general shape is indicated by the regions sampled by the preliminary short trajectories which overall are localized in the upper right corner of the \((Q_A, Q_B)\) plot (see Fig. 4.3). The hyperbolic shape given its simple algebraic form is a reasonable choice for the purpose of confining trajectories (irrespective of a protein) in the upper right corner by a smooth walls,
the height of which is controlled by the $\varepsilon$. One typically assigns some arbitrary high value for $\varepsilon$ (e.g. 10.0 kcal/mol). The steepness $\kappa$ on the other hand should be high enough (see Table.4.1) to prevent the trajectories from overcoming the wall, but low enough to not cause numerical instabilities when computing the forces near the boundaries.

**Figure 4.4:** The potential $V_c$ from Eq. (4.4) forms a “creek” confining the sampling trajectories inside. The shape of the “creek” is hyperbolic and the rise of its shores is hypertangential.

The tube parameters, $a_1$, $a_2$, $R_1$, $R_2$ (see Table.4.1), which determine the position and thickness of the tube, have to be chosen in such way as to leave the reference basins intact. Therefore, there is a minimally possible width of the tube. On the other hand, the width should not be too large, so the trajectories equilibrate on the timescales comparable to the length of the simulation and also allow for overlap.
of trajectories in the neighboring windows. Thus, to determine the parameters we first run preliminary short simulations by gradually raising the thickness of the tube until the two of the mentioned conditions are satisfied.

4.3 Computational details

As starting structures we used atomic coordinates of the closed (1AKE) and open (4AKE) forms of ADK taken from the Protein Data Bank [217] (see Fig.4.2). After stripping off the ligand coordinates from the raw crystallographic structure of the closed state, we immersed both conformations in the TIP3P water boxes and added Na+ and Cl- ions to mimic the physiological concentration of a cell (∼140 mM $L^{-1}$). Total number of ions and water was chosen the same for both systems. All subsequent simulations were performed with the program NAMD [221], utilizing CHARMM27 forcefield [212]. After initial minimization steps with the constrained and unconstrained protein coordinates, we heated the systems to 300K by performing 200 ps NVT simulations. NVT simulations were carried out in the contact to heat bath, emulated by Langevin dynamics with the friction coefficient of 4 ps$^{-1}$. After heating steps we equilibrated the density of the system by performing 2 ns NPT simulation.

Fully equilibrated systems were then replicated among 121 windows. Approximately half of the umbrella sampling simulations were initiated from the closed form and the other half from the open form. We accumulated a series of ∼1.0 ns trajectories, carrying out two independent umbrella sampling simulations for each
Table 4.1: Parameter values used in the auxiliary potentials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q(A, B)$</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>1.5 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{spring}$</td>
<td>100 kcal/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>10 kcal/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

window. The simulations with added umbrella potentials were performed with the LAMMPS software [222]. Before productive simulations, we ran multiple short trajectories in all windows in order to probe the local landscape and find optimal spring constants that guarantee sufficient overlap of reaction coordinate distributions. We have found that uniform spring constant values (see Table 4.1 ) across the equally spaced windows ($\delta\xi = 0.02$) sufficed to generate excellent overlap between umbrella sampling variable distributions of neighboring windows. The shape of the confining wall has been chosen such that it leaves the basins of the reference conformations unchanged meanwhile enveloping all the intermediate ones with a high walled tube.
Since there is a time scale separation of backbone motions and side-chain rotations we have included only $C_{\alpha}$ atoms in the definition of $Q$. We limited the summation in $Q$ to only those pairs of $C_{\alpha}$ atoms that are closer than 12 Ångströms to each other in either of the conformations. Such definition of a contact has been used in the coarse grained protein folding studies [224]. By introducing distance cutoff in the definition of $Q$ we significantly reduce the large number of conformational states which on average contribute equally to both basins and therefore act as a “noise”.

4.4 Results and Discussion

To ascertain whether our simulations are capable of reproducing the sought free energy difference to a sufficient degree of accuracy we have performed two independent simulations using different sets of initial conditions, where the initial atomic velocities were randomized in all windows, and, hence, producing trajectories that are mutually unrelated. As one can see in Fig. 4.5, the resulting two free energy profiles are in semi-quantitative agreement, showing similar basic features. Another interesting feature of the obtained free energy profiles is the well pronounced minima near the endpoints of the reaction coordinate. These correspond to the basins of open and closed conformations of ADK. In case of ADK allosteric states, there are no external considerations which dictate the choice of the physically meaningful size of the conformational basins. Therefore, one could consider ADK conformations falling within the corresponding minima of the endpoints as belonging to one basin, leading to approximately $|\Delta \xi| = 0.2$ defining the basin size.
After defining the reference basins one can obtain the conformational free energy by integrating the potential of mean force along the reaction coordinate in respective basins (indicated using orange boxes in Fig. 4.5) according to

\[
F_{\text{closed}} - F_{\text{open}} = -\frac{1}{\beta} \ln \frac{\int_{\Gamma_{\text{closed}}} e^{-\beta F(\xi)} \, d\xi}{\int_{\Gamma_{\text{open}}} e^{-\beta F(\xi)} \, d\xi},
\]

where \( F(\xi) \) is the profile on Fig. 4.5. The free energy difference between the two allosteric states estimated from two uncorrelated trajectories was found to be \( 1.5 \pm 0.5 \, k_B T \). This small value of free energy difference is in marked contrast with the work of Arora et al. [194] where the potential of mean force as a function of RMSD was estimated to be tens of \( k_B T \) higher in free energy upon approaching the basin containing the ensemble of closed conformations.

\[ F_{\text{cl}} - F_{\text{op}} \sim 1-2 \, kT \]

**Figure 4.5:** Free energy of ADK as a function of reaction coordinate \( \xi \) is plotted. Two different plots correspond to two completely independent simulations.

We suggest that the significant discrepancy between the current and previous
results may be explained by a combination of the following two factors, namely: 1) the implicit solvent that has been used in the earlier work is known for introducing a strong conformational bias [225], 2) the reaction coordinate used in the previous study is not local near the allosteric states, which may lead to artifacts [238]. The free energy profile computed in the current work is in semi-quantitative agreement with the single molecule FRET and NMR spin relaxation experiments which reported a relatively fast collective domain motions that take place on a nanosecond time-scale [226, 227] and a relatively rarer event of attaining catalytically competent closed conformation (e.g the one that is consistent with X ray structure for the closed state) on a microsecond time scale [233]. From the kinetics perspective based on Kramer’s theory [234], if the closed state is reached within a microsecond or faster from the open state, then closed state’s free energy (as well as the barrier for the transition) should be within several $k_B T$ from the open state (assuming a pre-exponential factor which is characteristic of polypeptide chains [209]). NMR experiments with ligated ADK (achieved by excessive ATP concentration) also report the difference between the conformational basins to be on the order of 1 $k_B T$ [218]. Finally, when coarse-grained computer simulations of ADK were parameterized by experimental data, the resulting difference in the free energies of open and closed states was also estimated to be 1-2 $k_B T$ [211]

In addition, the obtained free energy profile offers a simple way of resolving the discrepancy concerning the dominant conformations that has been reported by NMR and single molecule FRET experiments. A few years ago, Hanson et al. [202] showed that in FRET experiments, closed-like conformations are sampled more
Figure 4.6: Each point on the plot corresponds to a snapshot from the simulation, for which a reaction coordinate $\xi$ and a fraction of remaining interfacial contacts $Q_{int}$ are calculated. Even close to the open state (in terms of $\xi$, and therefore structurally) many interfacial contacts are still present.

often. In contrast, the solution NMR suggests a picture [204, 227] where open-like conformations are heavily populated and transitions to the closed form occur occasionally. We explain the discrepancy in the following way: the conformational basin of the open state is narrower and well defined, while the basin for the closed state extends further along the reaction coordinate. Therefore, based on this line of reasoning, there is not a unique way to define the closed form of ADK, and other external criteria should be invoked to make the definition consistent with the problem. To clarify the latter statement, if we take a more generous definition of the closed basin, by extending the limit of integration in Eq.4.3 for the closed state
beyond the boundaries of the yellow box in Fig. 4.5, the free energy gap between closed and open states narrows considerably. We thus attribute the discrepancy between two different experimental techniques to the distance-sensitivity difference intrinsic to NMR and FRET that have skewed the conformational distribution in favor of one or the other form.

The transition path taken by the trajectories in our simulations may not correspond to the actual one (although the tube path was chosen based on short simulations which likely indicate some conformational preferences of the protein), but one can still infer useful information about the intermediate steps. For instance, the barrier in our profile provides the upper limit to the actual barrier, since cutting off parts of the phase space can only make some pathways unavailable to the trajectory, which, in turn, will remove the contribution of these cut-off pathways to lowering the free energy of the transition state.

Apart from the thermodynamics, one can gain further insight into the nature of conformational transition by analyzing the structural evolution across the umbrella sampling windows. Comparing pairwise interatomic distances in reference states, we have identified the evolution of interfacial contacts, the contacts that are being broken when going from closed to the open form on the interface of LID and NMP domains. Using the interfacial contacts we have computed $Q_{int}$ for all conformations in each window and plotted the distribution of $Q_{int}$ values against the order parameter, $\xi$, that has been used in the free energy simulations (see Fig. 4.6). From the plot one can see the nonlinear dependence of the order parameter on the fraction of native contacts, with an abrupt transition that coincides with the location of the
Figure 4.7: The intermediate structures along the pathway, selected from the appropriate windows. The transition from the closed to the open state goes through many closed like states followed by an abrupt opening of the NMP domain in the later stages.

On the other hand, a naïve expectation for the open to close transition would be that of an abrupt disruption of contacts when the LID-NMP domains smoothly and linearly separate from each other by a few Ångströms. However, contrary to what one would expect, a significant fraction of the interfacial contacts are retained even when the system has moved further away from the basin of the closed state (see Figs. 4.6 and 4.7). This observation might be an artifact from confinement potential, but about 20% of interfacial contacts are retained close to the open state, where the influence of the confinement potential is low. This relation between the
structure and interfacial contacts means that conformational change is structurally more intricate, involving partial breakage of contacts taking place gradually or in several stages.

**Figure 4.8:** The evidence for the local frustration in the closed form of the ADK. The blue and green histograms are the distribution of $Q_{\text{helix}}$ for the closed and the open forms respectively. The $\sigma(\text{open})$ and $\sigma(\text{closed})$ denote the standard deviation in the respective distributions.

The more shallow landscape near the closed state ($\xi = 0 - 1.0$) translates into a higher conformational entropy for the ensemble of the closed-like conformations, which are qualitatively defined as the collection of states that have higher structural similarity to the reference closed state. This somewhat unexpected result is supported by the results of our local “structural variability” calculations in the $\alpha$-helices and the B factor distributions [216] measured for the crystal structures of the two
forms of the ADK. We quantify the so called local “structural variability” by the
distribution of the $Q$ values (see Eq. 4.2) in the definition of which we include only
the residues that are part of the alpha helix. We denote the structural variability
of a helix as $Q_{\text{helix}}$. The broader distributions of $Q_{\text{helix}}$ implies higher “structural
variability” and hence higher conformational entropy for the particular $\alpha$ helical
segment and vice versa. By computing the distribution of $Q_{\text{helix}}$ in the basins of an
open ($\xi \approx -1$) and the closed states ($\xi \approx 1$) we noticed that overall the helices
in the closed from are characterized by a lower structural variability compared to
the open form (see Fig. 4.8). In particular, the alpha helix composed of residues:
43-53 in the NMP domain showed striking contrast in terms of the “structural vari-
ability” of the two forms. Approximately half of the indicated residues are in a
disordered state in the closed form of the ADK (according to the DSSP measure)
and hence show a much higher structural variability compared to the ordered form,
(see Fig 4.8) where the same residues are all part of an $\alpha$ helix. From the protein
physics viewpoint this observation can be explained by the local frustration in the
closed form of the ADK, where the multiple contacts between the domains are made
at the expense of some of the contacts which stabilize the helices in the respective
domains. From the thermodynamic point of view, one may entertain the idea that
after the domain closure the enthalpy gained from forming the contacts is is not
completely dissipated into the solvent environment but is partially channeled into
the helices by increasing their structural variability. This essentially amounts to an
“entropic transfer” in the ADK from the inter-domain flexibility of the open form to
the intra-helix disorder in the closed form. The net effect for the entropic transfer
is lowering the free energy gap, which is beneficial for the allostery and the enzyme recycling.

Other native contacts might be more significant to the transition than the interfacial ones. The retention of the interfacial contacts near the open state prompts one to speculate that the transition state ensemble is more likely to be located closer to the open state. From the kinetic point of view this would be an indication of an anti-Hammond type behavior: more structural reorganization is needed to reach the transition state, if one starts from the closed, than from the open state, while the free energy increase is, on the contrary, larger if one starts from the open state [201,214].

4.5 Concluding remarks

The free energy difference between the open and closed forms of ADK in the absence of ligands, computed in this work, turned out to be rather small (∼1–2 $k_BT$). Two fully independent calculations indicate that the results are reasonably converged and reproducible. From the biological perspective, the relatively small free energy difference between the allosteric states may facilitate fine control of allosteric transition by environmental perturbations and signaling. In addition, we found that even when some of the NMP-LID interfacial contacts are formed, the typical conformations are still structurally more similar to the open form, suggesting a late transition state for domain opening. Our structural variability calculations further clarify the mechanistic and thermodynamic signature of the transition. We have found that in closed state domains have higher structural variability compared
to the open form which acts as a counterweight balancing the entropic loss associated with domain closure. We rationalize these observation by providing a mechanism of entropic transfer, which is a way for the allosteric transition to lower its free energy gap between the endpoint states.

We conclude that the recently developed method for calculating conformational free energy differences [238] can be applied to systems of real biological importance, for instance, large proteins like adenylate kinase. In order to calculate a free energy profile corresponding to the actual kinetics of the allosteric transition, the confinement tube trajectory should be dynamically updated, instead of being statically defined, allowing the system to find the dominant path of minimum free energy. The latter goal will be pursued in our subsequent studies.
Appendix A

Appendix for Chapter 2

Figure A.1: Eigenvalues obtained from dPCA of the H4 tail dynamics is plotted against the corresponding eigenvalue indices, indicating faster decay at moderately elevated temperature of 326 K, due to chain contraction. The relative contributions of the first two PCs to overall dynamics at different temperatures are indicated with letter “L” in the legend box.
Figure A.2: End-to-end distance histogram of the H2A tail is shown at $T=326$ K.

\[
\langle R_e \rangle = 21.40 \, \text{Å} \\
\text{Var}(R_e) = 49.48 \, \text{Å}^2
\]
Figure A.3: End-to-end distance histogram of the H4 tail is shown at T=375 K.

\[ \langle R_e \rangle = 14.17 \, \text{Å} \]
\[ \text{Var}(R_e) = 66.60 \, \text{Å}^2 \]
Figure A.4: Free energy projection of the H4 tail dynamics at different temperatures into the main PC mode, showing the appearance of a new state at T=326 K, corresponding to the conformations of the contracted chain and its subsequent destabilization at T=350 K.
**Figure A.5:** Free energy projection of the H3 tail dynamics at 300 K into its two main principal components is shown, based on Eq. 3.3 of the main text.

$q = 0.67$

75% 4-16 hc
Figure A.6: Free energy projection of the H4 tail dynamics at 375 K into its two main principal components is shown, based on Eq. 3.3 of the main text.
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